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On the front cover of "This
Week" magazine of last Sunday
there appeared a huge picture in
color, entitled "The Lazieit Dog
in the World, to which we h:.ve
taken violent exception. The
laziest dog in the world, barring
any competition is dozing around
the Fourth Estate in the High:
lands. He is the
orneriest, no
countest, unprincipled mongrel
that ever lived in the dog kingdom, and of all the places he had
to select for a home, he cnose
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He first appeared on Thanksgiving Day, which proved early
to be a day of bad events when
a friend called in the middle of
the night almost, to borraw
a
paint brush. Of all the days in
the world to paint a kitchen and
to go a-borrowing, its Thanksgiving, but then to have that
friend announce that a dog was
asleep under the evergreens out
front, was just too much. The
friend didn't stay long, but this
hound. like the poor in
health
that he is, we will always have
with US. We didn't mind
too
much. when Paul started sneaking dog food in the house.
A
kindly soul, we thought, to feed
hungry.
the
It wasn't an awful
shock either, when we noticed
out near the back-step that. one
of our throw-rugs had been pilfered to make a cozy home in a
large cardboard box. (The hound
is as big as a mule, and just as
sorry.)
But then today, (Tuesday)
November sun
with a bright
sparkling down on our spacious
back-yard. and our
dear iittle
youngster out playing, trying to
make friends with that no-breed
pooch. he is too doggone lazy to
open his mouth to accept A
candy R. Paul was handing him.
We thought it such a cute sight
to see that chubby two-yeer old
pick a berry from the dogwood
and walk over and. practically
open the dog's mouth to put it
in, and still no response.
We
watched the sight with
great
pride and sentiment as the baby,
with the methodical patience of
his father. selected all kinds of
foodstuffs to make him rise and
enjoy. Finally, the sentiment in
our heart turned to annoyance,
aa it did with the baby, for in no
time at all, R. Paul went over to
the steps. picked up a gay-colored baton he twirls, walked over
to the hound and
konked him
over the head. Even then. there
was faint indication of energy.
He Unit ambled up lazily, looked
at R. Paul, and
went back to
sleep on the other side of the
yard.
The dog is not sick, don't you
worry. When
he gets really
hungry he gives with a bark that
is a cross between a tuberailar
whine and a hay-fever atieeze.
He has been seen wagging his
tail even, like any ordinary dog.
But when the sun shines, and his
belly is full, there's not a thing
on his mind but sleep, Paul announced the other day that the
dog was female, to which we rebelled in horror.
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Finally R. Paul's nurse decided
the thing to do was to starve him
away. not really, but just ignore
regular meal time. We had that
all planned when a check around
the yard revealed a large bag of
Purina dog mash. We sort of hate
to call the Reed Bros. and ask
just what effect that will have
on the dog. No doubt the results
will be as advertised, but really
folks, we're not asking much of
this cruel world. Just a plain,
simple,
heartfelt
plea. Will
SOMEBODY, please come claim
that hound, Please, wontcha9

J. E. Beasley, who is employed
by the Illinois Central out of
Carbondale as a locomotive engineer, but who likes to spend
his spare time lecturing on the
importance of safety, provided
a thoughtful program for Rotarians last week, and left a lot of
think about.
Beasley, who contends that
"the world's best known safety
device is a safe man," centered
his talk around the theme
of
"Leave a little earlier . ... drive
a little slower . . . live a little
longer."

Fulton, Ky.'s Santa Claus is an extra special sort of a guy. He's
nut high-brow understand, but then he is strictly modern, ultramodern you might say. While most communities are preparing for
Santa to arrive in the usual reindeer and sleigh mode of travel, Santa
Claus of Fulton packs his bags with toys, has them checked, and
then comes in with, great fan-fare aboard the City of New Orleans.
You're right, that's what St..
Nick will do this year. Through of kiddies expected to greet him.
the courtesy of Trainmaster H.
Santa will be all prepared to
H. Rust of the Illinois Central, jot down the many gifts that the
the jolly fellow of the Yuletide youngsters want for Christmas
season will be met at the Fulton He will be back in town, after
Passenger Station at 2:40 p. m. this Saturday, on Saturday DecSaturday afternoon by the shiny ember 17 and then on Christmas
city fire truck and driven doWn Eve. All the time he will be givthrough Lake Street
throwing ing away candy and Christmas
candy and kisses to the hundreds cheer.
All this and
more is
much
planned by the Young
Men's
Business Club for Santa's arrival
in the city. This club has never
forgotten the good little boys and
girls at Christmas, so have mommie and daddy bring
to
you
Carter,
Jack
who has been re- town Ito visit with Santa on Satcommended
by
Congressman urday.
Noble Gregory to fill the permanent position of postmaster at
Fulton has resigned as princi- Elks Lodge To Hold
pal of the Martin, Tenn. Elemen- Services On Sunday
tary school. His resignation beAnnual memorial service
of
comes effective January I, 1950.
the Elks Club will' be held on
County Superintendent of EdSunday, December 4 at 2:30 p.
ucation J. T. Miles, said that the
m. at the club room on Lake
problem of filling Carter's posistreet. The public is cordially intion would be a difficult one.
vited to attend.
Carter headed the list of eligibles
services are
The impressive
released by the Civil Service held each year in honor of deCommission.
ceased members of the lodge.

Harry Barry, Fulton County
sanitation officer told the News
today that urgent requests had
been made to him and C. C.
Crain, state representative surveying the area for rats with typhus fever, to promote another
rat eradication campaign.
Mr. Barry, in conjunction with
Mr. Crain said: "It is useless to
attempt to kill the rats in Fulton
as long as the deplorable garbage disposal conditions
exist
here. We have
been
visiting
heavily infested rat areas, and
find that the city is overly congested with rat harbors in
the
for mof garbage heaps.

RAT CONTROL NOW •
BEING UNDERTAKEN
State Man Making
Survey Of Fulton
A rat control campaign, under
the direction of the Fulton Rotary Club is being conducted for
Fulton, Clyde
Williams, Jr.,
president of the club announced
today. Dr. Ward Bushart and E.
E. Williamson, general manager
of Browder's Milling Company
are in charge of the campaign.
C. C. Crain a representative of
the State Health Department has
arrived in the city to
conduct
the sponsored campaign. He will
work in
cooperation
with
Harry Barry, Fulton
County
sanitation officer.
The State representative. will
remain in the city for
several
weeks to make a survey for typhus fever in rats. The rats will
be trapped alive, in order that
specific tests may be made.

CARTER QUITS AS
MARTIN PRINCIPAL

"It is useless to try to kill rats
as long as the breeding places
exist," they said.
"What's more," they
added,
'there have been incidents
of
typhus fever, caused from rats
in Georgia, Louisiana, and as
near as Paducah
and
Paris,
Tenn. While we have not found
any typhus yet, we are making a
thorough survey."
•
Mr. Barry asked residents not
to kill the rats when they are
This is the second time that
trapped, because tests must be
made on'the live rats. Five traps this organization has undertaken
have been stolen since the survey the important task of rat eradication for Fulton County. In 1947
began.
the club collected funds with
which to distribute
poison to
"Thank You" Message every
home, business concern,
and rat infested area in the FulFor Local Schools
ton city area.
Gets Recognized

FULTON NEWS TO GIVE $5.00 fOR BEST
LETTER WRITTEN TO SANTA BY CHILDREN

The
sincereity of a "thank
you" mesage to the patrons of
the Fulton Schools has been notedby the Ky. Education Association's Journal and has requested permission from W. L.
Holland to reprint it in the magazine.
The message appeared on the
back cover of a foothi.11 program
and was written in catitilde for
the loyal patronage of local fans.
The message follows:
To Our Friends:
May we take this opportunity
to thank you for your loyal and
sincere support during our football season. Neither a football
team nor a band would be possible in a school of our size without your solid support. For this
we are indeed grateful and have
tried to give you our best by way
of a performance. We know that
we have made errors but who
has not? After all the purpose
of the game is for good, clean,
wholesome recreation and we believe we have given you that.
"May we point out also that
the lessons in
citizenship are

It won't be long until Christmas, and with the coming of that
happy season it ,means that little boys and girls should be getting ready to write Santa Claus
exactly wh..t they want him to
bring...ker: the folks at the P.ulton County News are going to
help Santa by publishing
as
many letters as possible and offering a 55.00 prize for the boy
or girl writing the best letter.
• Yes sir, old
Santa Claus always gets the letters the chldren
community
the
in
write in, and
he's taking down notes, as to lust
what each good little boy
red
girl wants.
The postman knows just where
to deliver the letter so that Santa will get each one of them, and
if you're a good little boy or girl,
then you'd better get your letter

in right away.
It's going to be a grand Christgetting and the holiday spirit is
gettng in t• everyone's
bones
even so close after Thanksgiving.
Just in ease you didn't orderstand about the Staid Clads letters, here's all you have to do.
Just write him what you want
for Christmas, have your mother
or father sign the letter for yoli,
so that old Santa won't get you
mixed up, and address your letter to Santa Claus, Fulton County News, Fulton, Ky., and yiu
can be sure he'll get your letter.
Get your letters in early so
Santa will -be sure to get them,
and you'll see the winning letter
in the Christmas edition, and if
it's a real nice letter you may
win an extra prize from Santa,
Remerber get your letters in
early for Santa is a busy man
these days.
-
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Youth Center
ace or
Boredom; Fills Great Need
By Mary Nelle Wright
There is no time to be bored
at the Fulton
Center.
Youth
This we found out by sitting on
the sidelines Saturday night at
their formal dance.
With the music singing out
by the Union City Rythm Rascals (including three of our own
boys, Wendell Norman, Leroy
Brown and Ted Goodwin) and the
girls dressed in their long dresses of every color. it put us all in
a holiday mood and we knew this
was the very beginning of the
Christmas season.
When you think about dancing
you know there is nothing really new about it. Ever since people have read histories, they've
read of the part dancing played
in people's lives. If one could
make a list of all the numerous
dances that have been used just
in America alone, it would really run into a sizeable number.
Some of them have been hard to
understand, especially the "Jitterbug," which we could define
as a mixture of an Irish Jig, the
Minuet
and
Schottische.
a
However, we (of the Charleston
Saturschool) felt encouraged
day night as the new trend
in
Center
dancing at the Youth
seemed to be toward waltz time.
We found that the slow pieces
held much more interest for such
couples as Nancy Wilson
and
Billy Browning, Cissie Murphy
and Glen Roberts, Ann McDade
and Dan Collins (you know, Ayan and D-yan-) Jean Holland
and Jimmy
Hancock
(home
from Vanderbilt) and numerous
others who seem to just naturally shy away from
the
fast
pieces.
Stately Carmen Plgue and Joe

Davis (home from Washington
U.) who also enjoy the waltz,
that night seemed to find all the
maneuvers of the "Jitterbug"
still appealing.
Over on the sidelines in
the
"sub-deb"
group we
found
"twosome talks," between Charles Sawyer and Gail Logan, Don
Wright and Kay Cherry (looking
like the Queen of Jr. High that
she is), Bailey
Binford
and
Winkie Voegeli and Mary Davis
Weaks dancing with
different
boys (including her dad) and
having to be content without a
certain saxaphone player in the
orchestra.
Indeed, Fulton's Youth Center has suffered the rigors
of
most projects, large and small,
especially where youngsters are
concerned. Enthusiasm' starts
out at. high pitch,
then lags,
sometimes.
We really
want to extol the
merits of the Youth Center, because we feel that without one,
Fulton teenagers
would
feel
completely lost without a place
one
go.
likes
No
to
that feeling.
In general, what could be better
for our youth?
It s timely, then, in her second
successful year to
give a few
words of thanks to that gracious
lady, Miss Polly Thompson, who
keeps the doors open to a place
where good Conduct flourishes:
and to the directors who serve
the center in an advisory capacity. To all the others who have
contributed both their time and
effort toward a better place fur
Fulton youth, we say, year-inyear out—you can't find a better place.

Puckl
t eintre;
on or off the field brought discredit to either you or the institution we represent. Part of this
credit you richly deserve by way
of example and precept.
"Again let us say "Thanks a
Million" and bid you farewell
until next season.
—The Student Body and Faculty
of Fulton City Schools."

The decision made recently by the Fulton Cotmty road Court
not to meet the State Health Department's offer of funds to incvesse
salaries in the County Health Department has been noted with regrets, a communication from Dr. Tracy Jones of the State Department of Health revealed today. The offer was made by the State organization in order to meet "cost of living" increase ,for the six
members of the County Health unit. The offer was also made to
other county health units in the State, many of which accepted the
plan to increase the salaries of their nurses and sanitation
officers
In discussing the matter with.
Judge of the Fiscal Court the "Our office here has
made
it
News learned that $2100 has possible for counties
to accept
been appropriated by the coun- an increased compensation
plan
ty for health work during the by raising the
necessary extra
next fiscal year. This amount money locally. We
regret that
was not increased when the bud- the Fulton County
Health Deget for 1949-1950 was made up. partment did not make
it possiThe News was advised that any ble for the salaries of its
county
increase in the appropriation to health personnel to be
increased.
meet the state offer would have With less'State and
Federal nomto be taken from the roadlunds. ey for this fiscal year to
speed
Judge Homer Roberts said thil than we had last fiscal year smd,
he was willing to increase the in consideration of the above inbudget some five or six hundred formation, we
note that the
dollars, but was unable to meet county health
amPlolee; not
the larger request of some $1200- getting an increase in salary is
made by the State. According to a result of their being at
the
sources close to the State Health maximum on the county basis
Department the offer made to rather fhaii a final decision mit
Fulton County would have been the part of the State office."
matched by State funds, and
An
investigation of salaries
perhaps Federal funds.
paid Fulton County health
Defrom the
State partment employees reveals that
The letter
Health Department said in part: they are lower, generally than
the salaries paid in cther parts.
of the State to persons with the
same qualifications.
Mrs. Grace Cavender, health
nurse here, said that it was her
understanding
in
conversing
prior to his resignation to seek with Miss Mildred Kingcade, Rethe gubernatorial nomination on gional supervisor for nurses that
counties have until January I to
the Democratic ticket.
whose amend their budget in order to
Doran and Hanratty,
rumored accept the State's offer.
selections were long
With the absence of a county
were named at a meeting of representatives held at
Kentucky jwblic health doctor the health
unit in this county
performs
Dam held early this week.
ordinarily in
Gov. Earle Clements, Lt. Gov. many duties not
Lawrence Wetherby and 22 ath- their province.
er state officials
were at the
meeting. When it broke up after
lunch today, Clements telked at
length with Hanratty and Doran
privately.
The announced purpose of the
With the Christmas spirit im
meeting was to permit the Isgislators to meet one another on the air, things are looking had
informal grounds and hear about for the folks making the drive ter
some of the bills the administra- funds to fight tuberculosis. Bertes Pigue, Weal chairman Sala
tion will. offer.
that more than -1500 letters hell
been mailed ti) local citizerui, and

WATERFIELD SAYS HE WASH'T
CONSULTED IN DEMO LEADERS
Harry Lee Waterfield, recently re-elected as representative to
the General Assembly from Fulton and Hickman counties said
that he knew nothing of the Administration's plan to name Adron Doran, speaker of the House
and James P. Hanratty, Democratic floor leader.
was not
approached," he
told the Fulton County Rens in
answer to a query as to his opinion of the selections.
Waterfield, speaker of the
house of Representatives during
the 1944 and 1946 Sessions of the
General Assembly was defeated
in the Governor's race in 1947.
He was a member of the legislature for more than ten years

TB FUND DRIVE
LAGGING BADLY

Story of Two Annes Is Told;
Oneh One Make Two or Fout

This is a story of friendship.
It is a story of loyalty, devotion
and the most amazing bit of unselfishness, this
reporter has
ever seen.
It is the story,. of the "two Annes." It becomes necessary
to
spell the plural of those proper
names with an "e," although it
is the only deviation of thought,
habit, and living in this story of
Ann McDade and Anne Latta.
The former Ann spells her name
without the "e". The latter Anne
' Sielel, tie
- Jesse S. "Yank.
...- spells her name with the added
youngest son of the late Henry I. vowel, for no reason except that
Siegel who passed away sudden- when she was in the seventh
ly in New York on Nov. 16 has grade she started using it again
that almost
laden elected secretary treasurer when she noticed
of the Henry I Siegel, Co. Inc., everyone whose name-sake was
company officials
revealed to- the famous character of Green
Gables, spelled her name withday.
Samuel Siegel will continue.as out the "e."
Several months ago when we
president of the factories
in
during NaDickson, Bruceton and Trezev- were broadcasting
Fulton, Ken- tional Music Week we had
ant, Tenn. and
retucPY. There will be no change quests to programme the "two
in the company's operation the Annes" on our schedule. The series ended before we had that
officials announced.
Young Siegel. 21, is a gradu- pleasure, but the curiosity as to
ate of a New York High School why these lovely high school lasand Cif Columbia University in sies should be referred to thusly,
New York. Following his gradu- never left us.
The other afternoon we asked
ation he chose to learn the garment industry from the bottom them to visit with us in our sanup and began his early training ctum sanctorium . . . , and now
in the Fulton factory in one of we know. You could hardly think
the manufacturing departments of one without the other.
Such a pair could hardly be
of this plant. He was a guest in
individually;
they
the home of local manager, Leo spoken of
Cirrengrass and Mrs. Greengrass 4110 had to be "the two." As a
matter of fact, only one of them
while learning the industry.
The announcement that there could have come for the interwill be no change in the com- view; they just don't have any
pany's operations comes as good contra.sting , thoughts.
It all happened in the early
news to hundreds of citizens in
Milton County, who consider the 1940's. Anne Latta enrolled
in
when a sixth
local factory of major import- the local schools
grade student. She eame to the
ance in the city's economy.
Fulton school from Water Valley
FHS Gossip was received too witha pre-destinationo of prejudlate this week to make the pa. ice. At that time the particular
grade in .mention was all mixed
per; watch for it next week.

YANK SIEGEL IS
NAMED TO OFFICE

State Offer To Increase Salaries In County
Health Department Refused; Court Has
Chance To Reconsider, Is Report

up with "sides." By virture of
having a relative "on the other
side" from Ann McDade's group,
Anne Latta "jined up" with the
faction of which Ann McDade
was not a member. They said almost in unison: "We didn't like
each other then." But then when
they were promoted to the seventh grade they were in the same
home-room and from then on a
friendship was born.
It has grown with the years,
and from this point of view, barring unforseen circumstances it
will last and grow deeper.
What makes for such friendship, they were asked.
They
couldn't answer, except for deeprooted understanding.
They're
compatible. They're bridge fans,
canasta players, tennis, golf and
baseball
enthusiasts.
They
double-date, and often, very often plug for each other with the
sometimes fickle
male department. When a good piano duet is
heeded, program leaders
ask
the "two Annes."
When they
were
younger,
they're grown now you know,
they had a standing date
to
spend the night at each other's
house. On Sunday night it was
at Ann McDade's and on Monday
nights it was at Anne Latta's in
Water Valley. The rest of the
week it was sort of hit and miss,
but they were together five or
six of the seven nights in
the
week.
After school. every day, there's
another standing date. There's
no planning they said, they just
meet after school and are buddybuddy unt'l about
five-thirty.
On oarting they say, "call me
me when you get home." You
know, they just have things to
talk about. Their courses
are
similar. Their tastes in clothes
(Continue on page five)
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HICKMAN CATHOLIC
SCHOOL DEDICATH)
Rev. Fr. Thomas Libs, rector
of the Sacred Heart Catholic
Church in Hickman, announcedi
that the new $40,000, parochial
school, begun last spring, is now
nearing completion
and
Oat
Tuesday, November 29 was set
aside for the dedication of the
structure.
The dedicatory sermon was deliverbd by Fr. F. J. Gettlefinger•
of St. Catherine's Church, New
Haven, Ky., beloved former pastor of the local
parish, who
started the first Catholic school
there in 1928.
FolloWing the services a dinner was served to the clergy at
the rectory by the ladies of Ole
parish.

Typographical E -rors
Give Editors Fix
And Readers P- ins
Ever hear the stozy about
the typrographical errir !slippery and sly, etc. V•rr.1 we
have 'em, but good. 0
,page
two, second section of today's
News, we have a story about
the Cub Scouts receiving their
pack charter. Well, and good.
but we go on to name the den
mothers who received registration cards. nrid suddenly . . .
they stop. We can't begin to
tell you how it happened, its
a long story.
But anyway, other mothers
receiving the cards besides
Mrs. Ward Johnson, where Uie
story ended are: Mesdames
Monford
Merryman, H. C.
Hutchens, H. N. Strong. Finis
Vencil. Harold Newton, Jack
Allen, Juni J. W. Coleman,
Excuse, please!

Fri(

IL PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHKLING
Editors and Publishers

berate like the old crs- of -wolf, wolf."
The term veteran is too honorable to be
abused. Beware of the behind-the-scenes politico, who would abuse it.

A member ad the Kentucky Press Association
Subscription Rates $2 per- year in Fulton,
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Term.; Elsewhere
Thruout the United States, $2.50 per year.

Protection for Your Child
and Ours!

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, Kentucky

Post Office Box 485

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year
-— There is . .. nothing that keeps the heart
oneself
giving
like
yroung like sympathy.
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
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Union City and TVA
In Ed Critchlow's Union City Daily Messenger of last Saturday, November 26, a story
appeared reporting the talk of J. R. Beamish,
Jr., West Tennesseee manager of the Tennessee Valley Authority, wherein he told Rotarians some mighty interesting facts about the
city's electric power system7
Mr. Beamish, you remember, is the gent
who appeared before the Chamber of Commerce here, when that body was investigating
TVA possibilities for Fulton. His appearance
in Union City has a double significance, we
think. First, the UC Chamber of Commerce is
no doubt eyeing some of the juicy contracts
-being let by the government in TVA areas,
and second, with such a thought in mind, they
might want to use the ideal location in the
'Tom Stewart airfield to make some attractive
Lifers to interested industrialists.
We thought you might be interested in
Inme of the statements made by Mr. Beam__ish to Union Citians, so we are printing the
mews story in part:
"At the request of the city Commission of
a
-anon City, the TVA recently completed
survey of Union City, and this week presented a proposal to the city under which it could
start serving the city with TVA electricity by
the summer of 1952, when the New Johnsonville steam plant of the TVA will be placed in
speratort.
"Mr. Eteamish said that if TVA rates had
been in effect in Union City, Union City resiwould have saved
dential electricity users
f.:57,000 during the year ended last June 30th;
that commercial users would have saved $23,41/0, and total savings of Union City users of
electricity of $120,000,
"This would have meant that electric bills
-to Union City users would have been reduced
lrom 45 percent upwards, Mr. Beamish said.
"Further, Mr. Beamish said that Union
a
City, like many communities, is showing
steady growth in the use of electricity, .and
'that with current costing about half of the gwesent price unde_r TVA, no doubt the
increase in use would be accelerated and the
saving under TVA rates decrease as more and
.anore electricity is used."

Beware of Professional Veterans
There's a word of c-neer that comes from
-the annual convention of the American Veteran's Committee in that they have demanded
the ouster of Representative John Rankin (DBliss.) as chairman of the House
Veteran's
Committee. It would have been better news
had they denunided his ouster from the House
of Representatives, period.
While a
resident of
Mississippi and of
Washington, we learned about Rankin from
him. Rankin is a rabble-rouser, grand-standCS, inconastent, irascible law-maker. We concur heartily with the AVC that he is intent
on bankrupting this
Nation by spreading
imulti-million

dollar raids on the

United

States treasury.
The sad part about Rankin is that he is
playing squarely into into the hands of the
professional veterans, who are using their
honored privilege of war service to intimidate the squeamish law-maker who is afraid
to vote against any

legislation that

has

a veteran's angle.
The woods are full of professional veterans. Oft times you can look into the record of
a guy who yells "veterans first" and you will
find that his service was confined to the horrible hazards of cigarette lines, PX shortages,
and swivel-chair callouses, which prevailed
in the continental United States during World
War II.
When we were assigned to our good and
personal friend, Colonel Mary-Agnes Brown,
svho was a WAC officer assigned to General
Omar Bradley in VA as adviser on women
veterans, we read and helped write,
many
a speech that said, "a veteran wants to be
conadered a citizen first."

Several weeks ago we wrote an editorial
regarding the treatment and punishment of
sex offenders. Within the past few weeks the
papers have been deluged with'I'tories of new

Ewing Galloway:

Kemi.44chy
I learned something about Jimmy Bates when he was nine and
during most of the five subsequent years I thought of him as a
possible manager of the EG farms
when he got along about twenty.
His father, the late James J. Bates, who died last spring, delighted in telling rlIf about the boy's
agricultural exploits. But at 14
Jimmy is bent on being his own
boss forevermore, and when you
have read this story you can see
why my chances of ever hiring
him are slim indeed.

got it just the same.
This latest wave, we believe, is in keeping
with a pattern recently reveals's! by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which is stimulated by publicity of some horrible sex murder. Although few, they are due to excitement overcoming men just on the verge of sex
offense.
In the past few weeks offenses have been
committed on persons ranging from st.nfants
of eighteen months to full grown women.

"Well. why do you think they're called FOUNTAIN poker'

From The Files:

The thought of such dastardly acts causes
Maybe
a feeling of revulsion in our being.
-we're worrying about the situation unnecessarily. But then, when we read the comments
personalities as
Judge
from such famous
in
Samuel Liebowitz. Kings County Court
New York, Alfred Kinsey who wrote, "Sex-

Twoomy Bach The elach-

we think the problem can be attacked. But
to do so will require new types of laws, new
kinds of social work training, and new types

December 6, 1929:
Fulton
Capital stock of the
Building and Loan :association
was increased from S1.500.000 to
stockholders'
at a
32.000.000
A sign
meeting December 3.
of the healthy -growth of this
firm was presented in Secretay
J. E. Fall's report. wherein he
pointed iut that in 1917, when
sercetaryship.
he assumed his
real esate and stock loans totalen 336,790, and in 1929 total
3628,919.
loans had grown to
reading
assets
with total net
S637.402.47. Officers for 1930, all
re-elected, s).-11 consist of T. SM.
Franklin, President• A M Nugent.
Treasurer, and J. E. Fall,

of medical confinement in custodial hospitals-

Seey.

ual Behavior in the American Male" and J.
Edgard Hoover of the FBI, we think we're in
pretty good company with our fears.
As reported by Howard Blakeslee, science
writer for the Associated Press, "the current
murders points

America's forgotten crime problem . .
tection of. children."

op
pro-

As pointed out in our recent editorial.

The problems must be worked out on a _..._
national level. with national laws. But if the
august law-makers of this country tackle this
burden with the same

speed as they

have

other serious problems, your child and ours
will no doubt be subjected to sex degenerates
and daily rout:ne before something is really
done.
Its a grim thought, believe you us. Because there are sex offenders in Fulton, police records indicate that.

Shop — And Mail — Early
The Post Office has issued its annual appeal for prospective
mailers of Christmas
packages to get same into the mails early.
Urging people to shop early is one of
those jobs editorial writers do to fill space
with—for no one who doesn't ordinarily shop
early will
probably be swayed by editorial
argument to change his shopping habits. It's
like trying to make a safe automobile driver
out of an imbecile.
But the extraneous condition that apply
this year should be enough to get ordinarily
late shoppers into the stores and through with
the job. There is no guarantee — big talk by
the government notwithstanding — that there
will not be another coal strike — and even
more curtailment of rail service.
And while we're on the subject the Post
Office, it Ls also .- veil to remember that the
one and one-half cent stamp will no longer
carry your unsealed Christmas cards. It takes
a two-cent stamp now.
Postal officials further
suggest placing
three-cent stamps on Christmas cards,
together with your return address, to prevent
its ending in some deadletter office. Christmas cards are often
undeliverable because
many are sent to persons whom the sender
writes only once each year. And folks move
about all the time.
If everybody observed all the rules and
did as they should, it would not be such an
interesting world to live in.
But it certainly would make life more
livable for those of us who are working in
service capacities, where day-in and day-out
deatngs with the public is necessary.
There's no more
exasperating
making a living.—The Parisian.

way of

History owes its excellency more to the
writer's manner than to the material of wbich
it is composed.—Goldsmith.

The impartiality of history is not that
of the mirror, which merely reflects objects,
but of the judge who sees, listens, and decides.—Lamartine.
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The papers too, have also reported statement after statement.from famous educators,
clergymen that
scientists, psychiatrists and
now is the time to act. We're sure they didn't
get their cue from us, but we're glad they've

outbreak of child 'sex

fULTO
FUTUR

Office

offenses in nearly all parts of the Nation.

'vs,

We believe that this sentiment prevails
hem, generally. But vre do not feel it a waste
of time to warn
citizen-veterans that their
war service can be exploited to their detriment. The cry of "'veterans first" may never-

of
advisability
consider the
granting state
assembly members a flat salary for their regurelar session work, a sharply
stricted salary for any
special
sessions that are necessary, and
a fair but not generous expense
allowance. ,
.
This, I believe will encourage
the legislature t) buckle down to

work and get its chores out of
the way. The state will save a lot
of money in the long run. For
who, if he is being paid a flat
fee of, say, twelve hundred dollars, and can earn it in 30 days,
wouls110. /Mhos do ,his work and
get the money than drag out the
labor over 60 days?

"Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hill and
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Chowning.
returning from a party in. St.
Louis in a new -style Ford Sedan,
when
injury
escaped serious
near
their car was sideswiped
DoQuoin and turvd over three
times.
A. D. Shupe. I. C. Brakeman.
near
was injured in a ss-reck
Mrs Marie
Aulon, Tenn
nearby
Jackson. 35. a former
resident, was killed in an auto
accident near Camden. Tenn. last
week: her husband. Thomas, and
le months'-old son. Robert were
injured. She was a sister of Ivan.
Ralph and Frank Brady.
The Farmers' Bank is rnailing
out S20.000. in Christmas savings
checks this week.
In a spirited election in South
Fulton. T. N Fields defeated S.
37
A. McDade for Mayor by
votes, and the following councilmen were elected: J. S. Crockett,
J. D. Hopkins, J. S. Jones, E. P.

Jones. William Powers and L. B
Reams.
75 Years ago on November 22.
the I. C. R. R. pioneered the.first
railroad between Sandoval and
Cairo. the latter at that time a
village of 242 inhabitants, which
turned out en masse and dumb
with amazement to witness the
novel sight of a locomotive and
cars.
As the flakes of a gathering
snowstorm swept down from the
skies in a little country churchyard 5 miles east of Fulton. the
body of Herman A. McClain, 28.
was lowered into his grave this
afternoon. He was the victun of
Mrs. Blanche Irene Hall, who
shot him and then hacked him
to death after awakening him in
:Memphis last Friday morning.
and
Six men escaped death
damage estimated at more than
S100.000 vsas done in an explosion of dre4ge NO. 5 in the Reelfoot levee district 15 miles below Hickman. The dredge burned to the svater's edge.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner of
Fulton' and N1r. and Mrs. Lynn
narrowly
Kelly of Union CitsSunday
when
escaped death
their car skidded
and turned
over twice below Troy.
Scores of the F. H. S. Bulldogs*
concluded.
football season. just
were as follows: defeated Dresden, 12-0: lost to Paducah. 6-30.
lost to Madisonville, 6-46; defeated Murray Training, 32-0; lost to
Murray High, 0-6; lost to Mayfield, 0-21: defeated Martin, 21-0:
lost to Union City, 6-31; defeated
the all-stars, 20-0.

Dick Oberlin:

An average day in Jimmy's life
begins at 5:30 a. in., when he literally jumps out of bed, puts on
his work clothes and rushes out
to milk Betsy, a 4-gallon-a-day
Guernsey. No alarm clock; it's a
habit. Then he turns Betsy and
eight other cattle, including a dry
cow or two and some vealers, out
to pasture. Next, he throws corn
to a small drove of
extra good
hogs and hays his forty purebred
sheep. A
scrubbing. a
quick
change into school clothes,
a
hearty breakfast with his sister,
Frances. second-grade pupil. after which the two catch the 7:45

bus for the Weaverton consolidated school.
Jimmy got his taste for farming ftom his father, who in half a
&yen years on a 40-acre farm on
U. S. 41, south of Henderson, did
soil
a truly wonderful job in
restoration and got a good start
in livestock raising. The Bateses
had been city people for several
generations; evidently
somewhere on the family tree there
was a rural twig, because Jimmy
took to farming as naturally as a
good cat takes to mousing.
Mrs. Bates has the utnuist confidence in the boy's judgment.
suggestions.
She seldom offers
"He's a wonderful manager," she
says. At school he excels in science and agriculture.
The boy has been a 4'41 dubber since he was nine. In that
time he has won 11 ribbons and
530 in cash with his
purebred
sheep. lie insists that sheep, pro,
perly handled, pay off
better
than any other livestock.
No, I don't think I have any
kind of a chance of hiring Jimmy.
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DR. J. W. TOSH
OPTOMETRIST
Announces with pleasure the opening of his
professional office for the practice of
Optometry in all its branches.
at
206 Main Street
(Formerly- Kirkland Jewelry Store)

Practice deroted to examination, analysis
and rehabilitation of the Visual Functions.
(Evening by Appointment)

Office Hours 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Phone 1158

PECANS WANTED
Highest prices paid. Buying
all year, one bag or a carload.
Ship to R. E. Funsten Co.
1515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
Write or Telephone CEntral 2100

Pause As You Shop
And Shop Refreshed

You
"West

1
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We are ready now for the second round in the battle of THE
PEOPLE of Kentucky vs. The
State Constitution.
on
The first round was won
election day November 8th when
the five thousand dollar salary
limitation was voted out by the
people.
You didn't think that
was the only thing wrong with
our state charter, did you? It's
not by any means.
The results of the election had
hardly been confirrned when a
little group of serious men, well
educated in governmental matters, sat down at Frankfort to go
over the 263 sections of the constitution item by item to find
out what's wrong and to recommend changes.
It will be well for you
who
shout Politics!" at every effort
to improve governmental functions to remember that this is a
bi-partisan body. It was appointed by Gov. Earle Clements. But
one of its valuable members is
former Republican. governor Simeon Willis.
Lets face the facts about Kentucky's laws. From the constitution right
straigth
through
the acts of the
legislature (including the most
recent laws)
there is too much effort to administer and not enough to legislate. Our laws, in other words,
are too prone to be designed to
govern cities, counties and villages than
they are to set
up
basic structures within
which
these political
subdivsions can
take care of their own affairs.

It
That makes for bad laws.
makes for restrictive laws which
severely handicap local commupities. It makes the governing of
our larger cities. — Owensboro.
the
Covington, Lexington and
others, as well as Louisville —
almost impossible at times. Honest city and county officials must
ways to get
look for dishonest
around a stupid law. This doesn't
happen every day. But it happens too frequently.
So what are the changes the
Constitution Review Commission
Several of them
has discussed?
concern the legislature. They are
intended to improve the operagovernment.
tion of our state
Must we battle again for years,
salary amendas we did with
improvement, to get these
ments?
The first proposed change —
which was discussed but which
so far has not actually been recommended — would allow the
legislature to meet for 90 days
instead of the present limit of 60
days, if both houses agree it is
necessary.
dictates that
Common sense
as
the legislature should have
much time as is necessary to do
its work. Common sense and preexperience also demonvious
that ligislastrate beautifully
tors paid for each day they work
are apt to boondoggle. They don't
want to get their work done, because when its finished their pay

stops.
So we earnestly suggests to the
Review Commission that

they

Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORRY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1949, Th• Coca•Cola Company

207 Chum
oemmmem

Friday, December 2, 1949
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The Fulton County News, Fulton,
Kentucky

FULTON SCHOOLS FACE BRIGHTER
FUTURE, HOLLAND LEARNS AT KEA
W. L. Holland, superintendent president of the First
District
of the Fulton city schools and Kentucky Education Association
said Monday a closer cooperation
between school and
state was
sought by the planning board to
KEA directors at a meeting held
in Lexington decently.
Mr. Holland was invited to atREAL ESTATE and
tend the meeting as a consultant
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER in school problems to the
plan.
Office Over City National Bank ning group.
"It was the concensus of the
Phone 61
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY educators present," Mr. Holland
said, "that the school
amendLIST OR BUY WITH US!
ment voted in the November 8
general election puts the schools

CHAS. W. BURROW

US

KU TO OPERATE
140-MILE LINE

We Handle
Only

TAYLOR S

Dependable,
Good Quality
FuLT0
10N
9 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183

25
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Forrester's Shoe Shop
204 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY.

Attention Farmers:

his

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

18.

MAYFIEL6 RENDERING CO,

1

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

Your Frinds Trade Here
"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"

1

HAPPY'S
LIQUOR STORE
ed

We Carry .1 Large and Complete Line Of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG

HAPPY HOGAN

hearts and flowers by

Patricia Lataae
veMtre°46
Dear Patricia:
I am a young girl and the boy
I am in love with said if I loved
him as much as I said I did I
would consent to his love making. I have not yet. He said we
couldn't get married until next
summer.
What do you think
about this?
B. S.
Dear B. S.:
Do, not. If he loves you as he
has told you he does, he wouldn't
want you to do these things; you
tell him if he wants you to live
that kind of a life for him to set
the wedding date.

hay ride. This watch was found
in the hay. If you will contact
the driver of the truck you will
find that watch and he will gladly give it to you.
P. L.

ROAD CONTRACT LET

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, C4ocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateiy Repaired at Low Cost by—

WRAY WARD

Located on Church Street
Across From Andretcs Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

USE
MARTIN-SENOUR

AOLOR
BRITE
Everything takes on new life when
treated co• coat of KOLOR•BR1TE
enamel.Sparkling companion colors
that are not affected by watcr. acict;
Resists bumps, knocks. Cleans with
soap and water. Usc on any paintable
surfaCe.
manismirTS" MEIER

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street

Phone 35

PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Emelt-at
Director and Embalmer
Director and Envbahner
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL AMEN.

SAWYER'S MARKET

—See—

T. H. "Tom" Cowden

234 EAST FOURTH STREET

Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn

By JIM MITCHELL

Writing a column about gun
safety usually runs the risk of
being boring to many hunters..
It's the same old stuff, year after year.
Still, as the 1949 hunting season rolls into high gear, the reports are coming in of fatalities
in the field. Certainly this is a
needless waste of life and it is a
tremendous limiting factor in
hunting for the future. It is a
disgrace to the entire hunting
fraternity.
Not all deaths in hunting can
be stopped, but a great percentage of them can be eliminated
quite easily. If every
hunter
would make the "Ten Commandments of Safety" as much a part
of his hunting as his gun and
shells, many of the deaths would
be avoided.
Here are the commandments-and I hope the repetition will not
be too boring.
1—Treat every gun with the
respect due a loaded gun. This
is the cardinal rue of gun safety.
2—Carry only empty guns.
taken down or with the action
open, into your automobile, camp
or home.
3—Always be sure the barrel
and action are clear of obstructions.
4—Always carry your gun so
that you can control the direction
of the muzzle, even if you stumble.
5—Be sure of your target before you pull the trigger.
6—Never point a gun at anything you do not wish to shoot.
7—Never leave your gun unattended unless you unload it
first.
8—Never climb a tree or fence
with a loaded gun.
9--Never shoot at flat, hard
surfaces or the surface of water.
10—Do not mix
gunpowder
and alcohol.

50WAYS NEW
FORD for150
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1004. p. V-I has new
super -fitted pistons,
quiet three blade
fen, new "hushed"
materiel timing ear
and new camshattgdesign tor extra questness.
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1950 fwd "Lifeguard"
Babes have more strength
with carefully planned pplicatron of settling end
insulation material throughout entire body.

Who. seclowoll

litcrrs
..
't

Wpm* treat 5014184•11
has neve lorsronel
stabilaw.

The 1950 Ford is 50 ways new and finer
.. from new heavier gauge steel frame and
13 way stronger "Lifeguard" Body to new
designed ceiling and seating for greater
head room. New comfortable foam rubber
front seat cushions, over new special non-

sanping springs. New richly colored upholstery fabrics. New pusls button door
handles, new rotary secure door latches.
Eleven brand-new baked-on enamel colors
that keep their freshness because they're
-"built to live outdoors."

Just touch the latch of Ford's "Deep
Deck" Luggage Locker-22.9 cu. ft. of usable space awaits any load you can muster.
Just sit in the '50 Ford's luxurious new

interior that seats six big people—Ftwd
has more hip and shoulder room than any
car in its class. For on even bigger
drive this'50 Ford...the fone car irt its field.
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Smart hardware inside
and out, designed for
more than beauty.
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DO YOU iiEED
MOTOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-UP?
—Let--

WILSON'S GARAGE

.4-;1
•••
Pow based on Wire —
your choice of 11.

There's a

New medallion—front
and rear adds note of
beauty.

in your future
...with a
future built in

Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Phone 332-J
Fulton, Ky.

See ... hear... and feel the oPfference
at your FORD DEALER'S

J.V. CASi MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

wipenry

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far tb walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

do it for you.
both
Ming.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Call

FHA LOANS

all out oarsmen

NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE
HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

Carr and Third Streets

Phone 470 tor Job Printing.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1165
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday
Nites.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.

A contract for reconstruction
and traffic bound surface
financed from the state gasoline tax
was let for the following road in
Graves County:
Dublin-KY58
road, 4.5 miles, J. D. Barter Construction Co., Harrisburg,
Ill.,
$103,059.72.

Dear Patricia:
I am a boy 24 years old and I
have been dating a girl and she
is in trouble and feels that I am
the one who should get her out of
trouble. I do not feel that I have
any responsibility in the matter.
What should I do?
B. Y.
Dear B. Y.:
Try to
understand her problem and go to her parents and
explain to them that you are in
no way connected with the situation. She probably has not discussed her predicament with her
folks and
would like to get it
settled before anything serious
happens. My advice to you is not
to get yourself all involved and
marry a girl with whom you are
not in love. Lots of young men
have ruined their lives that way,
and I don't see any reason
for
you sticking your neck out.

Notice to Members of

Fulton, Kentucky

Patricia Latane gives advice only through the columns of the Fulton County
News. Address your communications to her care of
this paper.

Kentucky. Utilities
Company
last week put into operation
a
140-mile transmission line linking K. U.'s western and central
Kentucky electrical systems. Total cost of the project was estimated at $2,630,000 by N. P. Taylor, assistant chief engineer for
the company.
The 138.000-volt line stretches
across Kentucky from Dix Dam
to a spot on Green River near
Central City where a new K. U.
generating
station IS
nearing
completion. The portion of the
line between Dix Dam and Bonnieville was energized earlier ait
' a lower voltage.
The steel-tower high line permits the most efficient use of the
company's
Tyrone
plant in Dear Patricia:
Woodford County and the one on
I lost my v,,atch. Can you tell
Green River where the first 33,me where to find it.
000-kilowatt
generating unit is
M. T.
scheduled to begin operation aDear M. T.:
round January 1, Taylor said.
I Yes, you lost your watch on a

ARMY SURPLUS
The Regular .4rmy M-1 $
Field Jacket. Slightly used
and PRICED TO SELL A7'

of Kentucky in the strongest position they have ever been."
Meanwhile a $13,000,000
annual increase in the
common
school fund in Kentucky was requested by the board of directors of the Kentucky
Education
Association.
They called upon Gov. Earle
C. Clements to include in
his
biennial budget an annual appropriation of $34,500,000
for
schools.
In making the request, the directors in effect told the governor to stick to a promise they
said he made while campaigning
for office.
The directors also requested
that 75 per cent of the $34,500,000
or $28,875,000 be earmarked for
teacher salaries. The other 25 per
cent was asked to be used in the
equalization
fund for
aiding
poorer counties and to provide
state aid to equalize the cost of
transportation and other special
school services.

Fulton

Phone 42

5-'age 4

The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

,nom; 926
'

licColum-Baird Engagemen Is Anno-unced Todir, :
Wedding To Be Brilliant Affair Of December

the Legion Cabin.
The meeting opened with the
presentation of colors followed
by prayer by Mrs. Ardell Sams.
Roll call and minutes were read
and treasurer's report was given.
Christmas
Money for dues and
cards was collected.

drive . and
The membership
Fulton and West
Ari announcement of-wide social importance in
'Cont6St-Wat
the
of
McCollum
Carter
Clay
Kentucky is being made today by Mrs.
cided to have a Christmas party
Joan to Mr.
engagement and approaching marriage of her da.tiniter,
for the members of the AuxiliFulton.
of
13
ary and Legion December
Daniel McDade Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs. Horton Baird
iS
McCollum
which will be a supper and gifts
Mess McCollum, the daughter of the late Clay Carter
College in ,
e exe ang . A mo ion was
a graduate of Fulton High School and Bethel Woman's
national made and seconded to give $5.00
.Hopkinsville, where she was a member of Delta Psi Omega
decorawill enter the Univer- toward the Christmas
dramatic fraternity. During her course and
Tennessee in March to be- tions.
senior year she was president of sity of
study of dentistry. He is
her class. She was a member of gin his
Mrs. Earl Taylor made a reDelta Kappa-Epsilthe Music Club, Glee Club and a member of
to
fraternity. He port on the packages sent
social
national
on
social
leader of the Future
Mr. and Mrs. Outwood Hospital which was one
of
grandson
a
is
Teachers of America. She was
pioneer residents Halloween package, one Armisan advisor on the Greater Coun- Mace McDade,
tice Day package, three boxes of
County.
Fulton
of
cil. a student honor group and
Christmas car& and stamps and
fur two years was selected as an
The wedding will be solemniz- ten thristmas packages. It was
outstanding
student for
the ed at the First Baptist ChUrch in also decided to
send
sixteen
Friendship ceremony.
birthpackages in January for
Fulton.
day presents.
Mr. Baird, graduated from the
Fulton High School in 1947 and LEGION AUXILIARY
The past Auxiliary president's
attended Vanderbilt University OBSERVES SUPPER
C.
pin was presented Mrs J.
MONDAY
MEETING
where he took a
pre-medical
Legion
Olive. A history of the
course for one year. He transferThe Auxiliary of the American Auxiliary. is to be written and
red to the University of
Ken- Legion had a pot luck supper turned in for the State Conventucky to complete
his pre-med Monday night at seven o'clock at tion.

Scientific,

The Auxiliary will have a tea
in
Nev.• Year's Day afternoon
honor of the new members.
door
The drawing for the
prize was held with Mrs. Smith
Atkins' name being drawn.
Hostesses for the January
meeting will be Mrs. Nancy Perry and Mrs. Mary Frankum with
Mrs. Erlene Holladay program
leader.
the
The meeting closed with
retirement of colors and an enjoyable social hour was conducted by Mrs. Elmer McNatt.

Colorful Toys

for children 1 to 6

by

"PLAKIE"
and

5fItS. JOLLEY HONORS
ST. LOUIS VISITOR
WITH BRIDGE PARTY

"PLAYSKOOL"

The home of Mrs. J. P. Jolley
on the Fulton Highway was the
bridge
scene of a well planned
party Saturday afternoon honoring her sister-in-law, Mrs. J. R.
Jolley of St. Louis.
After an afternoon of bridge
City
Mrs. Leon Filler of Union
oion high score, a lovely etched
tray. low went to Mrs. Eugene
salt
Hoodenpyle, individual
shakers and bingo to Mrs. Abe
Jolley, a gold plated pencil. The
a
honoree was presented with
Grystal salad bowl set.
A party plate waS served to
the following guests: Mrs. Mansfield Mortin, Mrs. Abe Jolley,
Mrs. Hugh Fly, Mrs. Eugene
Hoodenpylw of Fulton, Mrs. Lee
Etheridge, Mrs. Leon Filler, Mrs.
Hubert Wade of Union City, the
honoree, Mrs. J. R. Jolley of St.
Louis and the hostess, Mrs. J. P.
Jolley.

Interesting — educational —
Informatire — Well constructed
Trains, JudyPuzzles, Books, Blocks,
•tb

I

1
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Dolls

—Clothing for Infants thrul0 years—

THE TINY TOGGERY
Fulton

Afako Theatre Bldg.

METHODIST WSCS
HAS GENERAL
MEETING MONDAY

WOMAN'S CLUB TO
PRESENT MURRAY
MADRIGAL SINGERS

METHODIST CHURCH
PRESENTS MURRAY
A CAPELLA CHOIR

MRS. HILL
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB

Mrs. Don Hill was hosur!ss to a
Church . The Music Department of the
Society of
Woman's
The First Methodist
The
1
First , dessert bridge Thursddy at
preChristian Service of the
A Fulton Woman's Club will
State
Murray
the
mem- will present
Methodist Church met Monday ! o'clock complimenting the
Madrigal Singers of Murthe
sent
one
and
club
impressive
bridge
her
an
the!
of
bers
in
Choir
Capella
at
afternoon at 3 o'clock
College in a program of
Meacham.
program of religious music ;it ray State
church with 31 members present.. guest, Mrs. Dudley
ettristmas music, Friday afterThe ineeting was opened with I Following several progressions 7:30 p. m. Sunday evening.
The Madrigalians
proyer-by -Mes..14ftward ,Edwarcls. of cOntract 'PAM Rupert . StIlley
noon, at 3 p.
C. Wirtler, widely known tirg:
the president. Mrs. Hattie Woods, was awarded high score prize.
will ap'pear in. costume. Mrs.
the
with
appear
also
will
ist
'
group
the
pianist, accompanied
David Stindwick is president of
were Mes- ' group on Sunday.
Members playing
in a song service.
dames, Stilley, Mel Simons, Robthe Music Department and Mts.
el
Joseph A. Golz is director
Minutes of the last meeting
C. L. M dd , B 0
•h
M. W. MIN'S, IS program leader
.N.,!1
,
Lowery,
Ann
and
choir
the
the
were read by Mrs. Hunter White- Copeland, N. T. Morse and
the afternoon.
for
be narrator.
sell followed by the treasurer's hostess.
Glenn
Mrs.
report given by
Walker.
•
'tiZ "t:r
r r -4'2' .tZ -tZ .4"?' "r`r
•cr'r
Announcement was Made of
t`z .4`,T
the program to be presented by
the Lane College Glee Club DecSchool.
ember 8 at Rosenwald
Everybody is invited.
A special offering will.be taken for Wesley House on December 5.
. Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., gave the
Harold
Mrs.
devotional and
Holladay presented an interest- ,
USE OUR LAY-AWAY AND EASY PAY PLANS!
ing program on India.
dismissed
The meeting was
with the repealing of the Lord's
Prayer in unison.

MEforYour
Christmas Money!

WESTERN
AUTO
-ASSOCIATE
STORE

5IRS. JACK 5100RE
C051PLIMENTED WITH
PARTY AND SHOWER
recent
Moore, a
Mrs. -Jack
bride, was complimented with a '
lovely bridge and canasta party
Mrs.
Tuesday evening given by
Felix Gossum, Jr., and Miss Marof
jorie Puckett at the home
,
Mrs. Gossom on Third street.
The honoree wore a model of
royal blue crepe, studied with
of
rhinestones- and a corsage
carnations, a gift of the hostesses.;
of I
There were two
tables
bridge and Mrs. Charles Thomas
prize, as
received high score
compact, and three tables of canasta with Mrs. Charles Browder
winning high score prizes sachets.
Following the games, the honoree was presented a miscellaneous shower and received many
lovely gifts.._A_ d.elicious dessert
plate was served.
the
The guest list included.
Sisson,
honoree, Mrs. Buford
Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs. Tolbert
Dallas. Mrs. Charles Thomas,•
Mrs. ,
Edwards.
Mrs. Howard
Mrs. Stanley
Jasper Vowell,
Jones. Mrs. Felix Gossum Sr., !
Mrs. Mel Simons, Mrs. Charles
Browder, Mrs. Carl Puckett Jr.
Mrs. Thomas Mahan. Minks Lois
Jean Hindman. Barbara Roberts. I
Rust
and Virginia '
Kathleen
Brady.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
Carl Puckett, Sr., Mrs. C. D.
Mrs.
Jones, Mrs. Erl Sensing.
Stanley Parham, Mrs. L.
W.
Graham, Mrs. Eunice Robinson,
and Misses Marie Willey,
Jo
Hall and Aline Rust.

Now On Display
o
The Wonderful p
50
NEW ,

Ation-Packed Wheel Toys

5" ABC RUBBER BALL

Railway Express Truck
9Sc
12'," long. SiWel
Steam Shovel. 201 2" long.
$1.93
Revolving cab
Rider Truck. Steers. 32,2"
$4.69
Ileavy steel

44c
Gas filled — a lively bouncer. Cellophane wrapped.

n
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Irresistible

BABY DOLL

VALUES!

©

. ry
Stn

A.17" Crying Doll. Sleeps. Rub$2.69
ber arms, legs.

Si

ELECTRIC MOTORBOAT

13.18" Ma-5Ia Doll. Latex arms.
$4.65
legs. Blond curls.
C.11" Sunbabe. Drinks, wets,
$1.98
cries. With bottle

$2.59
Powered by flashlight cells
12' " long.

lanomis
A.C.
011bort

Colorful CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
s-Light Christmas Tree
814c
Set.
7" Elec. Angel Glo. For tree
51.75
or wall plaque Asst. Color Glass Balls.
85c
Medium size
12" Candle
92c
Wreath

18 Quality Tools ifs Th41

JL TOOL CHEST
Useful hammer, saw, brace.
trysquare awl, etc.

,

$4.95

4;
9tAttaran

i
V
V
V
V
V

5-fissenger Streamliner Six-Cylinder Sedan Coupe
Illuoilory-toggrgeal Price — elelirered Isere. Optional Iroripnlent and Accessories
if yea desire, at sodelea' cosi. Prices sabot t to change u ithout notice.
feline mar sere gin norrogreeine rvortrngnitnn dor to trosennorterhieso digterentuals.

$1786.

(License and State taxes extra.)

GM Hydra-Matie Drive
and Dow PONTIAC oilers PRICE!
at a NEW LOW

You can't beat it because . . • It Tops them
all In everything that makes an
owner happy!
You can't beat it because . . It has the
extra quality that's made Pontiac
world famous for dependability!

BREAKFAST SET

Horn! Lights!
AR/AT JEEP

$2.49

$2.25

46 pieces Percolator really
works!

Lots of play
value! 11"

METAI. CASH
REGISTER

3-Wheel
SCOOTER
5" Disc wheels

$2.69
Safe for the
smaller tots!

$3.55
Bell rings,
drawers pops
out! 13 keys

Chime Whcet
Self-Load!cg
DING HORS' ROAD BUILDER

V

$1.62

$2.39
Safe fun for
tots! 20" long

V

17 1-8". Front
scoop. Dumping rear.

V

You can't beat ,t bncausr . . The price
on all of the 18 models Is bound
to please you!

America's Biggest
REFRIGERATOR
BARGAIN% cc-

I

V

V

"a\IIS
WIZARD SUPER
with full Width freezer -_
r
$214.50
New 8-cu. ft. beauty that
stores 42-lbs. of frozen food.
18-qt, full-width crisper.

V

"CLIIPPiR" SLEDS

$3.39
Heavy - gauge steel parts.
seasoned ash top.

4
4
-4
),

Truetono FM-AM Radio

$49.95 easy terms

00Z41R

DOIMR-You awl?Beea

If there ever was a car to delight both your eye and your pocket —
it's the stunningly beautiful new Pontiac for 1950 illustrated
above. It costs so little that it's within easy reach of anyone who
can afford any new car. Yet it's so big and luxuriously appointed
—it performs so beautifully—it rides so comfortably—that you
can drive with pride and satisfaction anyu here—in any company.
Why not come in today and see the wonderful new Pontiac•—one
of the world's greatest cars and the world's greatest vain,
'

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and Depot Sts.

Fulton, Ky.

Static-free FN1 reception; six
tubes and rectifier. Mahogany plastic. AC only.

DORMETER FOOD MIXER
.nith Jwcer Attachment

$39.95
3-speeds, 2 positions mixing arm.

New Truetone Portable

$28.50
Gleaming maroon cabinet.
Crystal-clear tone. Plastic
handle folds flat. Ac - DC.
battery.

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STOR
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED BY LEROY LATTA

204 Commercial

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 28

;1
if
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Story of Two
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(Conttnuen nsuin page ose)
are similar. Their tastes in boy
friends are the same .... not the
same boy ... but the same kind
of boy. They are members Of i.he
High School class that has produced a carnival queen for three
consecutive years. And wouldn't
you know they'd be in the royal family. This year it was Ann
McDade as queen. Last year it
was Anne Latta as queen. They
take extreme' pleasure in sharing
the spittlight, too. ALVtion Ann
McDade was
queen this year,
Anne Latta was
Miss Fulton
High.
'The two," breed
friendship,
by the
too. Let's call that sentence
a
play on words, because there are
-Walkie-Talkie"
two others, who add up two and
two, and make four. Cissy Murphy and Carmen Pigue so often,
Could R. Y. S. M. M. Y. B. 0
so very often, make up a four- and S. B. tell us what is at flu
some that resembles peas in a a certain skating rink, weren'
pod. They've been friends for a they there last Thursday night?
long time, but in the past have
What is in Martin could it. be
been on opposing sides.
We'd B.. L. C.,;can you tell us R. Y.?
like to tell you a little
story '.S. B. and J. Y. seem to be doabout that "side business."
ing fihe these days.
During the war, a group of the
Could M. Y. tell us what is at
girls had a Red
Cross
Club. Union City?
There were no officers, no real
B. W. does G. M. mean any
organization. They just met
in thing wonder what B.,
would
various homes to roll bandages. think?.
One day, at
A. M. has a look of hatred in
Betty Whitesell's
they were busy doing their war eves some of the time who has
duty, when someone told Cissy rnade her so mad?
that a note was placed for her
Has T. S. made
up his mind
in a stamp
on the
Whitesell yet? Who is he making eyes at
lawn. Well, Cissy went out ow? now. could it be J. G.
got the note, and while the two
Has S. M. finally made up her
Annes couldn't remember
the mind is it really J. C.?
contents, they did
B. M. is she really true to her
know that
Cissy got madder'n heck because' love?
she thought that a member of
J. T. have you lost anything?
the opposing side had
written Could it be important?
the note. It developed, however,
N. S. will she go with anyone
that a member of her own fac- from Fulton High School?

Dys
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one.
$1.95
32,•:"
$4.69

Be Clock-Wise!
Special: Fri - Sat Only;

OAT

Reg. $2.50 Alarm
t ,!!

C/ocks 1 98

Durable Baked Finish!
GUARANTEED!

TONS

Copyright 1949. The

k*--A
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Children's Wear - - - Tots To Teens
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BUILDER

;1.62

B". Front
Dump; rear.
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961 Trelevet4 SWEATER SETS

DRESSES

1

1
V
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FROM THESE SUGGE..STED GIFTS
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961 941.4 -
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Pajamas

House Shoes

Umbrellas

rt
4

Panties

Gowns

Anklets

g

Glove-s

Robes

Sweaters

'0
0.

1

Blouses

Raincoats

0

0
0
0
0

-

;1

it
o
0,
o
',I
it
V
V
it
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it
4
0
0,
0
0
0.
0

Skirts

Dresses

9o, Elld

o

11
g

-

House Shoes

Ties

Gloves

Scarfs

Wallets

Socks

Pajamas

Sweaters

Jackets

Shirts

Raincoats

Belts

Cowboy Suits

THE BUDGET SHOP
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Fulton, Kentucky
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204 Lake Street
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PRIDE CORN

4Sc

Bleat

Creani Style White

pkgs. 49c
Rinso 2 lge.
Laundry

PORK & BEANS

For Dishes or

Tide

3 No. 302 Cans

49c

Campbell's

2 lge. pkgs 49c

4-I-Lb. Cans

49c

. MILK

Washing Miracle

HUNT'S

5 tall cans

Kroger Pure.

49c

Tomato Sauce. 10-8-oz. cans

49c

Baking Powder
-32-oz. cans

SARDINES

2

Clabber Girl

2-1-lb. pkg.

Miracle Whip

49c

Royal Gem.

6 No. 303 cans

Kroger

qt. 49c

49c

CHERRIES

2 No. 2 cans

Salad Dressing

size 49c
Syrup, No. 10
Cane

Med. Evan.

Louisiana Pure

49c

PRUNES

49c

Tomato Juice

3-1-lb. pkgs.

'stokel

Green
avondaie
Apple

2 No. 21! cans

49c

Peaches
Del Monte

No. 2 cans 49c

j

Sardines,

sTNNomt,
Roo
1014MOES
PI(KIES

4 No. 2 cans 49c

7 No. '4 cans 49c

American Oil.

'
3

Spaghetti
or

-

Krug er.

3
3 N.. %

%Weil
moge,
M3CATOrki

CORN

49c
5 hall cans

California.

49c

Cocoa

Our Mother's

The Senior 4-H
met
Club
Thursday, November 3. During
this meeting, Mr. Belew discussed plans for next year's work.
Members filled out project cards
and some few people joined Ale
club for the coming year.
Officers to serve for the coming year were elected as follows:
President, Bill Cashion;
VicePresident, Dale Cummings; Secretary-Treasurer, Oletha Owens:
Song Leaders,
Kenny Kimbel
and Delores Jolley and Reporter„]
Clifford Napier.
The Club members are looking
forward to a more
successful
year at South Fulton than ever
before. •

r
2ilft

gal. 49c

Clorox

grade He, then moved to Mayfield .in the 5th grade.
Afterwards he moved to Fulton
and
graduated from the 8th grade into Fulton Hi.
He played two years Jr. Hi
basketball and 2 years
Varsity
basketball. He lettered in
his
Sophomore year.
Ted is one out of a very few
that has held the position
of
class president for 6 years.
He
has served our class very well.
He played in the band for 6
years and became the drum major at Chrittmas in "48."
His favorite sport is basketball and his hobby is
playing
with the "Rythm Rascals." He is
uncertain about college.
SENIOR 4-H CLUB
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An "Appreciation" dinner for
Scoutmasters, Cubmasters
and
Den mothers will be given next
Tuesday evening, December 6 in
the Methodist Church basement.
The general public, as well as
those interested .in Scouting, is
cordially invited to attend. Tickets m_tlibi.fisu
e obtained in advance
Weeks.
trom Lo
the
The fea red speaker of
evening will be Gene Stephenson of Martin, Tenn.

85c

92c

Plenty of Savings in
these Mountains of Value-.
Come! Take Your Pick

e,

PLUS
TAX

436 Lake Street

Rush'Am miese
aRewr
iri? enrues

Appreciation Dinner
For Scouters, Tuesday

OWL DRUG STORE

8Ftc
ree
_15
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Fulton High

TEEN-AGE TATLER

r -tz

-

tion had wriiten• the message I
That incident
broke up "the II
Sides" and incidentally the Red
Cross bandage rolling, and until
By Patsy Green
this day only meagre reference is
Ted Goodwin was born on May
made to the early feud.
All of the young ladies in that 1, 19a2 in Wingo, where he lived
group have a story to tell, and abour a year and a half. Then he
someday we hope to find time to moved to Akron, Ohio for about
started
to
do it.
But for the present we 9 years where he
thought you'd
want to
know school and v'ent through the 4th
• abont the two Annes ..... not of s
Green Gables, but of 'Fulton r
High.

44. %re,

-1;
'2 ira
e444,e

Layge

,
4,c*
t.focb.

10

DOG FOOD

1 LB. CANS

49'

.

5

N.. 300 CANS

N(''

49' TUNA FISH

!,

CANS 49(

GRATED

KROGER
52-0Z. SIZE

SYRUP

15-0Z. PKGS 49(

SUNMAID SEEDLESS

TOP KICK

PORK & BEANS

3

RAISINS

2

49' CRACKERS

I-LB. BOXES

49'

I-LB. BOX

49'

NABISCO PREMIUM

BRER RABBIT

PRUNE PLUMS

3

No. 21,2 CANS

49' CHERRIS
CHOCOLATE COVERED CANDY

HUNT'S

Kraft Mayonnaise 31:z $1.00
1-8 I h Mesh Bag
LB.

PORK ROAST

Lean Practically, Boneless. From Boston Butt.

Sausage, Wagner Pure Pork, 1-1b. roll 35c
Salt Meat, center cuts, lb. 37c End lb. 29c
lb. 49c
BACON, Laurel, Sliced
Slab Bacon, 3 to 10-lb. pieces
Bacon Squares, sugar cured

lb. 39c
lb. 29c
lb. 17' c

Dressed Whiting
lb. 42c
Ocean Perch, fresh
Pork Feet, 4-lbs. 49c-Hog Maws, lb. 15c

CORN
MEAL

KROGER
FLOUR

FOR

1 Large Head Iceberg.

ONLY

LETTUCE
Grapefruit, 8-1b. Mesh Bag

49c

Seedless Sweet Ripe Texas

Potatoes, 10-1b. Mesh Bag
u. S. No. 1 Washed Reds.

49c

Spinach, Special Price, lb.

5c

Fresh Curly 1Vashed-Home-Grown.

Pecans, 3-15. mesh bag 99c; 1-1b. cello 35c
Top Quality Paper Shell.
Selected Washed Red POTATOES, 50-lb. mesh $1.79

HUMKO
DAINTY COOKING
FAT

HONEYSUCKLE

BOTH

ORANGES

CHEESE
FOOD
Ai

11,
•Olt

LUB.

BEANS
GRE- NORTHERN
DRY

25-1.8. BAG
25-LH BAG

99c

1.95

4-LB. CTN.

2 LB. LOAF

2•LB. BA‘.

69c

69c

19c

-1_
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KRAMER
SELLS

DRY
LUMBER

IC ESTABLISHES
NEW SCHEDULES

DAVID J. HEARNE
IS MADE OFFICIAL

Novel Gift to Make

Beginning Dec. 4 the Illinois
Central Railroad will establish a
new train, the Kentucky Cardinal, between Memphis and Louisville, Kentucky.
The train, which will replace
the service formerly provided by
the City of New Orleans, will
leave Memphis as Train 102 at
7:30 a. m. and arrive at Louis-

David J. Hearne, who has been
for some time general pdssenger
agent in the Chicago territory
for the Illinois Central Railroad,
has been appointed general passenger agent—system with jurisdicton passenger-wise over the
entire system
effective
Nov.
N. This announcement is made
by George R. Kimbel, passenger
traffic manager of the railroad.
Mr. Hearne goes to his
new
assignment with a broad experience in passenger work having
started as a clerk in the Passenger Department at Chicago
in
March, 1913, since which time he
has held various positions of reponsibility
culminating in his
present assignment.
During World War I he was '
sergeant-major in the 132nd Infantry, 33rd. Division.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOt4E
408 Eddings Street

Ann Whitnel
Licensed Funeral Director

Ralph Breeden
Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88

make the trip.
It sure is cold here now
but
that's God business. I am trying
to live so God can use me. My
church is doing fine has a good
preacher. As kind as he can be.
Mrs. Johanna had done 'Some
good favors for me and yet doing
them I was sorry when she left
the Daily Press. We don't have
no day train
here at all, only
freight trains and it is some lonesome. I look through the list of
names that writes article I never
seen Mrs. Bernhard name at all
I would like to know how she
starts her's. She is a wonderful
woman, she sure sent me some ,
good reading paper,
God bless
her. So I will say, be of good
cheer God is in the plan.

Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association,
Ine.
;

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

%ALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

IIMMUW,COMZUMENOVALWI'MUSAU
LIMITED

Silk!

TIME

Price!

Daretm/Perkirra
WEATHER LOTION
ibr
LlO
ei gir

rig

Whenever you go, in wiad
or mow ...this extrmeich,
poolecOrie lotioe; keeps your hands
ambloce sob aod moo&
Isogerd,
doling. Never sacky
or gooriso. Wherever yoke
golodasy, comeisere ...get
yoor wieder soppky of Weather
Laos Now awl sore bulb

I i
.t 1 <A
Kentucky All l'uruose Yarn
Here's an Idea for those "extra" presents you need for friends and
neighbors who drop in during the holidays. Crochet colorful. hot
pads, fold and pin them to form cone-shaped holders, and fill with
kitchen gadgets, candy or fruit! They'll look day and festive on your
tree, and be ready to pluck when needed! The yarn used In these
hot pads Is the new rayon All Purpose yarn, that's strong, colorful
and' washable. For free directions for making hot pads, doilies, and
f7f.le mat:, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the
Edam. ...„7:6:7, paper.
From Louisville, the train will
be numbered 101, leaving
at
11:40 a. m. and arriving in Memphis at 9:30 that night.
This is
virtually the
sarne
schedule that was in effect before April.
1947, when
the
streamlined City of New
Orleans was placed into service.
Until Dec. 4, the old schedules
between Memphis and Louisville
will be maintained.

Hens Go On Strike?
Make 'Em Pay;
Cook 'Em
Having trouble
with
those
stubborn hens in the barn-yard.
The same kind of trouble we are
having with
the
free-eating,
loafing, lazy biddies that strut
around the yard with nary
a
lick of production on the mind?
Then have no fear.
Have a free chicken dinner by
eatng the old hens in the flock,
suggests Mike Duff, of the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky.
Hens that
won't lay
enough to pay for their feed this
winter can be detected by their
yellow beak and legs. While loafing armnd, they will eat 20 to
25 pounds of grain, he said.
You know it, too?

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
r

duate Veterinarian

Located on Martin-Fulton
iVe\"111\1'nsii\II

14\01C1

Highway.
e Ila\Infiellitfre\V

- -OXIAs(W&SAIII*'-e

ATTENTION ONE SUCKER
TOBACCO GROWERS ,
All five large warehouse floors at Murray, Kentucky will
begin receiving one sucker tobacco at 7 a. m., Thursday, December 1 for first sale Wednesday, December 7th.
Succeeding sales for this type tobacco will be held December 14th and on December 21st.
Due to congested condition' experienced of only one market in the district handling of one sucker tobacco many growers
urged the reopening of the Murray market for the sale
of this
type tobacco. Growers will do well to keep this in
mind, and
when marketing their dark air cured tobacco, delived
it to the
following LOOSE LEAF FLOORS:

DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
nUTLAND'S LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Mu, raN,

Friday, December, 2, 1949

FULTON ROUTE 4
Joyce Cruce
Miss Kay Adkins has h‘en out
of school for the past two weeks
with a cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Pannell
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. I
Tbeve Brockwell and children of
Harris.
Miss
Leano
Myers
spen't
Thanksgiving holidays with her
mother, Mrs. O. E. Myers.
Mrs. L. G. Hutchison is ill in
bed with pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Croce
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
D.
Adkins Saturday night.
Mississippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear

Sooner or later we shall learn
that the fetters of man's finite !
capacity are forged by the illusion that he lives in body instead
of in Soul, in matter instead of in
Spirit.—Mary Baker Eddy.

HR.FRIENDLY
9s:

WHISKEY
RUM

GIN

LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

PLAYFUL PUP SPOT YOUR
CIJOTHES? CALL PARISIAN
Spotting of your

wearables,

though

unavoidable is. not fatal t viten Pariscleaning service is
ian's dependable dry
CALL 14.
as close as your phone!

Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the scat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm-and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsioo
svith the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the tomtit
or sou are to have your money bad;

CREO
MULSION
for Coughs,Chest Colds,

PARISIAN
Laundry & Ilry Cleaners
It Pays To Advertise In The.NEWS!

Smart Christmas Buyers
Are Choosing These

a-,t"

FM-gAM SENSA
THE ZENITH
"MEDALION"
Big value at low cost! Exclusive power-line aerial;
sensational Zenith long-distance AM, genuine Zenith.
Armstrong FM; handsome
1.yalnut plastic cabinet. AC
or DC.

5

$49.95

DON',42/51l YOUR0210/7"
B/ILS OYERDI/EA/Lci2E h'EZP/N6 /sfANY
/N 77/E SII/tIE 130/7TAIS You

Loans Made
in all surrounding
towns and
Counties in
any amount
up to $300 on
Furniture,
Automobile,
Livestock,
Comaker,
Signature.

Other radio sets? We have all styles!

Small Table Models — Large Table Models
Table Combinations—Console Combinations
see them on display now,
and let us la.y-away yours until Santa Claus
is ready for it

ZENITH 'Super-Triumph'
Terriffic value! New super-sensitive
Zenith-Armstrong FM with power-

(\

ltiert)Iti
Kentucky

WINES

RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH

Bronchitis

In Thee, oh Lord, do I put my
trust. I'm feeling fine tonight,
my health is fine since Sister,
Bernhard take my care to the
Lord. My tooth ain't hurting me
Gince. That was wonderful of
her.
When you want good
things
happen to you just do the right
thing. We are having cold weather now Its been cold all daV. I
noi through picking yet. I
,as about two are three hundred
to pick yet.
I went no place to service Sunday and old lady come to
my
house and I was giving her some
advice over some few things and
I sure did enjoy her.
She had
been knowing me when I was a
girl and now I am an old lady.
I wrote Mrs. Bernhard somt time
ago and
can't get no
hearing
from her. I hope she are
not
sick.
When I don't go to church 1
can't have much to say but yet
I am keeping the faith. It's fin,
thing to keep in touch with Jesus. He is so good to me I can't
keep from serving him but
let
Mattie Dear tell you one thimt.
we are living in a mean world.
Near every paper you pick up to
read some
meaness had
been
done. It seems litEr the devil is
loose and that keeps me on bended knee hecausTill am trying to

ICED

line antenna and famous, long-distance AM; tone control; walnut
plastc cabinet with flexogrip hand-

linance

su Walnut Street
Male '232
"Fultoo's FRIENDLY Loan Service"

le.

$59.95

BENNETT
ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Phone 201

)ecember, 2, 1949
Friday, December 2, 1949
PERSONALS

ES

(
GIN

STORE
rt"

Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Norris and
Mrs. Pearl Norris of
Memphis
were Sunday
guests of their
brother, C. A. Stephens and ram, J.
ily.
•
Read Holland has returned to
the University of Kentucky. Lexington_ after
spending
the
Thanksgiving holidays with Lis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Holland.
Mrs. Lowell Williams returned
Tuesday from several (lays visit
in Birminghatn, Ala. Mr. Williams went down Monday and accompanied her home.
Mrs. Mildred Matthews has returned from a vacation trip to
Florida.
. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kearney
of Illinois, were
Thanksgiving
guests of his
brother, Lester
Kearney at his home on Arch St.
Mr. and Mrs. Tucker Brown
and daughters, Brenda and Barbara were Thanksgiving guests
of her sister, Mrs.. Paul Ashley
and family in Memphis. Brenda
and Barbara spent the week-end
—

FARM
LOANS
UP TO 20
YE—AIS - EASY
PAYMENTS

;IAN

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
INSURANCE
LOANS
Fulton, Kentucky

-y Cleaners

The Fulton County News, Fulton, KentuckY

and returned home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stephens
Beautiful Brocade
have returned to their home in
Lexington, Ky., after spending
the Thanksgiving holidays with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Stephens on the Mayfield'High
way.
Joe James, a student of Murray College, spent the holidays:
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. i
George James on Second street
Miss Gertrude Murphy has returned to her home in - Chicre4ti
after a weekend visit to her se ter, Mrs. J. D. White on Eddinc-,
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Blagg and
son, Byron, Jr., of Nashydle v,ere
Thanksgiving guests of her mother, Mrs. R. H. Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Henderson
and children of Evansville, Ind.,
spent the Thanksgiving holidays
with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Walter
Henderson
and other
relatives.
Rev. E. Rueb has
returned
from a business trip to Nashville,
Tenn.
Mrs. Lula Booth of Jackson,
Tenn., is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. R. H. Wade on Carr street.
Mrs. Elizabeth. Snow has returned from the New York market
Mrs. Charlie
Bowers, Mrs.
Walter Henderson, and Mrs. Joe
Bowers spent Friday in Mayfield
shopping.
• Mr. and Mrs. C J. Bowers, Mr.1 The simple lines of this strapless
tilnd Mrs. John Bowers. Mr. and: gown vvith matching jacket serv•
Mrs. James McDade and children ' to accentuate the beauty of the
— a lovely rayon brocad•
were Sunday guests of Mr. and fabric
made with Avisco yarns. Rayon
Mrs. Hillman Collier and family not only gives this fabric the inwest of town. •
teresting texture, fresh crispnes•
and delicate sheen that make It
Bob Nolan of St. Louis, Mo
spent Thanksgiving with his par- one of the big fashion influences
ths year, but helps to keep the
of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. R. Nolan
fabric within the budget remote el
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Koon most women.
and children have returned to
their home in Memphis afterl
McCONNELL
attending the funeral of Mrs.
Brother Sanders of Paris, TenLaura Browder.
Willie Homra nessee, recently appointed pe:tor
Mr. and Mrs
and children arid Mrs. John Nof- of the Baptist church, will confel spent Thanksgiving in Port- duct service:, Sunday morning at
11 a. m. The public is cordially
agesville, Mo.
Mrs. Russ Anderson and chil- invited to attend this service.
of
dren and "rs. Bailey Huddleston I Brother W. R. Heiselman
spent the Thanksgivini holidays
with relatives in New Orleans.
Little Judy Bizzle is improving after a week's illness of a
cold.

Henderson, Tenn., will conduct
services at the Church of Christ
Sunday morning at 11 a. nad and
Sunday evening at 7:00. The public is invited to attend these servicee..
.
.

tendants report much interest is
being shown and much Biblical
knowledge is derived from this
study. Everyone is invited to attend this service.

Mr. and Mrs. Thas Parrish and
son, James Larry, left Sunday
for Memphis, where Mr. Parrish
will undergo a minor operation.
Several from here attended the
Weakley County
Singing Convention Sunday afternoon.
Miss Mattie Lasswell
(117
time resident of this vicinity,
died at her home just west of
here Wednesday _evening. Miss
Lasswell would have been seventy-eight years old on November
29th. She is survived by her sister, Miss Mary Lasswell,
with
whom she lived, and by several
cousins. Funeral services
were
conducted at the home Thursday
afternoon with Bro. W. R. Hamblin of Dresden, Tenn., officiating
Mr. arid Mrs. Alvin Ferguson
Iiisited Mr. and Mrs. Ligon Welch
and family Sunday
Congratulations to
Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Osteen, who
became the proud parents of
a
baby daughter born at the Haws
Memorial Hospital, Fulton, Tuesday night. The young arrival has
been named Donna Kaye.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cruce
and son of St. Louis, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Sandford last
week.
Bible study service is held at
the Church of Christ on
each
and every Thursday evening, beginning at 7. Brother
Stovall,
pastor of the Fulton Church of
Christ is in charge and the at-

RUPTURE

j

v.alglIMINIEMININIZEMBrit•fl

E.06

EXPERT COMING
TO UNION CITY & MAYFIELD
AGAIN
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis will personally demonstrate
his method without charge at the
Davy Crockett Hotel, Union City
Friday, Dec. 9th from 2 p. m.
6 p. m. and at the Hall Hotel,
Mayfield, Thursday, Dec. 15th
from 1 p. m. to • p.
Mr. Howe says the Home
method contracts the openings in
remarkably short time on the
average case, regardless of the
size or location of the rupture,
and no matter how much you lift
or strain, and puts you back to
work the some day as efficient
as before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Shield has
no leg strap; waterproef, aanitary, practically
indestructible,
and can be worn while bathing.
Each shield is- skillfully molded
and fitted to the parts under
heat, which gives a perfect fit
and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures
following *Operations especially
solicited.
Do not overlook this opportunity if you want gratifying
results. Mailing address P. O. Box
5233 E. Michigan St. Station,
Indianapolis 1, Ind.

For Fine Liquors
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 73
SUS

RUPTURE
THROW AWAY Ttmt old trus.s

ith _harness of leathi•r
elastic, straps, belts.
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world
greatest dscovery for rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight

CITY DRUG CO...psh.,....ekse:t4r2e8et

witt

Most Complete Stock

24-HOUR
SERVICE
Phor 293

In West Kentucky

1(,1

DAY OR
NIGHT

DAY OP
NIGHT

_

HAINLINE'S

442 Lake Street

EAST STATE LINE

Phone 237

•

ROCK SPRINGS

LNEWS!

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

Enjoy good radio reception these cold wint ry evening of the next
three months. Let our
expert service department replace faulty
parts and restore your
set to first-class condition.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

Nettie Lee Copelen
Mrs. Fannie Nugent and Mrs.
Mary Newberry visited Mr._ and
family
and
Mrs. Bob Veatch
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
and Beverly, Mr. and Mrs. James
William Hiett and children, . ate
1 Thanksgiving dinner with
Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Elliott.
Copelen.
Nora
Mrs.
Mrs.
I Filanche Sadler and Mrs. Willie
'Mrs.
Ruth McClanhan visited
Thursday afterColen Brown
noon.
Mt-. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and girls and Kirk Prtiice spent
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Green and Jimmy.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott,
and Beverly were supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. James William
Hiett and family Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown and
Mrs. Deanie Brown spent
the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Snow, Anna Ruth and Mrs- Elmer visited
awhile Saturday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch
and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and family spent Sunday in Martin, with Mr
and Mrs. Billy
Green.

KING-O-HEAT
Coal Heaters
Circulators or Regular Type
Now On Hand and
Available For
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
able Models

LOOKS like a Jet Plane
TRAM the same way
ou see it quick-stepping along the
highway—and you can't miss the
y
parallel.

This, you tell yourself, is traveling as
traveling should be.

You glimpse a hold front end—sleek
tapering fenders—flaring, streamlined
roof lines—even to "double-bubble" taillights, here is the look of "the fastest
thing that flies."
Then you try one on the road, courtesy
of your Buick dealer.

Comfortable—in the spacious manner
of king-size interiors. Easy—in the lightness of controls, which can include
even the magic of Dynaflow Drive*
if you wish. Pleasurable—in the wide,
wide outlook that's yours, and the inner
satisfaction of having a Buick
for your very own.

Adjectives flock into mind—"agile"—
"nimble"—"eager."

And we might add another thing,
just by way of being practical.

You realize that here is action, swift
and easy—action born of Fireball valvein-head straight-eight power—action
floated on soft coil springs that, for all
their lightness, keep your grip on the
road sure-footed and firm.

It's frugal too. Frugal in a first
cost that's actually less than for
some sixes. Frugal in the surprising way such a sizable car gives
the go-by to gas pumps.
And If you have Dynaflow, frugal

even in many upkeep .costs you can
forget about —such as clutch troubles,
transmission maintenance, even many
engine servicing costs.
Why not put yourself into one of these
jet-lined beauties right now? It's more
easily managed than you might imagine
—as you'll see by talking to your Buick
dealer.
TEN-STRIKE:
Only Beliefs SPECIAL has all these Feature,
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE • MORE ROOM FOR THE MONEY • DYNAFLOW
DRIVE optroncri at extra tosl • JET-LINE STYLING • NON-LOCKING BUMREK •
GUARD GR/LIES • HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE •
COIL SPRINGING ALL AROUND • LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON SAFETY-RL,E
RIMS • GREATER VISIBILITY FORE AND AFT • SELF-LOCKING
LUGGAGE LIDS • SIELD r-RIDING TOR:JUE-TUBE DRIVE • THREE SMART
MODELS WITH BODY BY FISHER

td•44.1.10
1.••••• MO .40

ombinations

• WW1..
M.=aft 1.101.•
MAW IP (01.0f....
dilia•••• ••••••

Two Sizes
Available:

s is ready for it

60-LB.
and
•Powl

FM II*
64,0"

100-LB.

*Optional at extra mt.

On 160

Capacity

••• tUALION•

Phone 201

Tune In HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network.
every Monday evemng.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
207 Church Street

Phone 35

YOUR KEY TO GREATER VALUE

se hen better automobiles are built 1711141W trill build them

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
Fulton, Kentucky

224-228 Fourth Street
-1.1110•11WI rrr

1•131=

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
ATTENTION Farmers and Lum- FOR SALE: Used Spinet Pianos: ployees who will motor to Jack- I
Like new. Recently taken in son, Tenn., Friday night for the !
berman. We are now in the
Malian I
- Merlip'his and 'Paris
' market- fo-r- •seiVeral thousand- -trarte-on -new Baldwin Pians:
FEEZLE PIANO SALES, 622 game.
all white Split Hickory Handle
Broadway, Paducahi,
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
Robert Lowery his returned to
BUY—SELL—hIRE--RENT
_
_
inches long by 2 inches square.
work after a week's vacation.
SALE:
Fresh
FOR
Buttermilk
and
grades
for
us
now
See
with an economical classified
Mrs. G. A. Thomas has returnfor Hog Feed Swift and Co.,
prices. Will also buy all white
ad in this column, read each
ed home after a visit with her
Fulton, Ky. Ptione 66.
Hickory
logs, 42" long. ClinFulton
week throughout the
parents in Louisville, Ky.
top Hickory Handle Blank Div.!
trade area. No other method
SALE:
One use'd 7-foot
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coleman
LAPierre-Sawyer Handle Co., FOR
reaches so many for so little.
Cold
Spot
electric
refrigerator.
the
attended
children
and
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
First Insertion 3c per word
Priced
at
$69.50.
Exchange
christmas
parade at Jackson,
Leo Wheatley, manager.
(minimum, 50c)
Furniture
Store.
Fulton.
Tenn., last Friday night.
/
2c WE • REPAIR, rebuild or 'make
Each Succeeding Insertion I1
the
G. A. Thomas attended
per word.
any kind of woodwork; frames ; FOR RENT: A two room furnishJackson,
ed apartment
with
private Christmas parade at
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
bath. Elderly couple preferred. Tenn., last Friday night.
We will be glad to help you
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
Phone 926.
prepare your ad at our office;
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Reaves, Jr.
street extension, Fulton.
or mail it in with the money.
of Patlucah, Ky., are the proud
WANTED: Country hams. Cur- CARD OF THANKS
All classified ads are cash in
parents of a boy born WednesWe wish to express our sin- day
rent market prices
paid.
advance.
morning at 7 a. m. Mr.
cere and heartfelt thanks for the
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
Reaves is the son of Mr. and
cards, telegrams and flowers Mrs
. H. B. Reaves of Fulton, Ky.
DRY CLEANING at its best. You sent during our recent
bereavehave tried the rest. Now try , ment. Your kindness will
SECOND HAND clothes; assortalline; bargains. Bruce ,the best. Curb Service. Free , ways be remembered.
ed
parking.
SOUTH FULTON
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
—The family of
CLEANERS. Phone 1633. Leon
extension, Eaton.
Henry I. Siegel.
Hutchens — John Clayton—
HOSPITAL BEDS, fracture beds,
Johnny Holland.
wheel chairs, WALKERS for
I
I
"Marrying Squire"
McDade,
rent. Geo. Backer, Paducah, Ky. VACOL STORM
WINISOWS
colorful mayor of South Fulton.
FREE! Your fuel-savings will
who claims to
have
married
AUTO GLASS installed while
buy them for you. See them
, nearly everybody in Fulton and
you wait. Satisfaction guarandemonstrated
Silas Eugene Tarplay, 78, re- South Fulton "at least once" has
at KRAMER
teed. Fulton Paint and • Glass
tired farmer and prominent citi- announced his intention to-seek
LUMBER COMPANY.
Co. Phone 909.
zen of Water Valley, died sudFOR SALE: Avon products. deny at his home in Water Val- re-election to the office of mayor
of that city. The election will be
BARGAIN, NEW SPINET PIChristmas sets now available. ley Wednesday. Death
was at- held on Tuesday, December 6.
ANO. Why buy an unknown
Mrs. W. T. Dawson, 305 Park tributed to a heart attack.
make, second hand piano from
A citizen of South Fulton for
Avenue, Phone 1537-J.
Services will be conducted at
an unknown party, when Kenthe past 55 years, Mr. McDade
tucky's greatest music store of- INSULATE YOUR HOME. Let 2: p. m. today (Friday) at the served as justice of the peace -for
fers you a new, standard brand
fuel-savings pay the bill. Con- Water Valley Methodist church a period
of 24 years, with
service, and
piano.
free
tact KRAMER LUMBER COM- by the pastor, Rev. Bryan Bish- another six-year term started on
op. Burial will be in the Water
Shackleton's guarantee all for
PANY.
September 1, 1948 It was in the
Valley cemetery.
the same price? SPECIAL,
previous
24-year term that he
Mr. Tarpley was born in 1871
from now until Christmas, or
was on the "marrying spree."
as long as they last, we are ofin Hickman County but had livMarrying Squire McDade .as
fering to the readers of this
ed most of his life in Water Valadvertisement the
reliable
ley. He retired from active farm- he is affectionately known here.
Standard Brand New Cable
ing several years ago because of is one of four candidates seeking
$5, Per Week
the offiee of major of South FulSpinet Piano, for only $595.00
his health.
Phone 55
on terms less than rent, $4.00
He is survived by a
sister, ton. Seventeen citizens are seekweekly.
Phone
(reversing
Miss Et4a Tarpley of Forth Worth, ing the office of councilman.
charges for full information)
Texas; two sisiters-in-laws, Mrs.
or write us for illustrated cata- NOTICE:•Ingraved wedding in Luna Taylor, Martin,
Tenn. and
log at once. The quantity of
vitations, announcements, call Mrs. Robert Tarpley of Mispianos is limited. Shackleton
ing cards, and stationery, may , souri; two brother-in-laws, John
Piano Company, 621 South
be ordered at anytime from! Latta of Water Valley and HerFouryth Street, Louisville, 2,
Scotts Floral Shoppe. Fulton bert Latta, Fulton;
one aunt,
Kentucky.
FOR SALE: Second hand piano, Mrs. Bobbie Thomas, Paducah;
SECOND HAND clothes: 50 wool
in good shape, has been tuned one greatnephew, Robert Hindskirts for 25c, shoes from 10c
lately. Mrs. Lee Henry. Phone man Detroit.
His wife, the former Lera Latto $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c
806-J. Fulton.
ta, and his two children all preto $1.00. Bruce Second Hand
Store. Lake St. Extention, Ful- FOR SALE: Two good used ceded him in death.
ton.
Farmall H Tractors and equiWhitnel Funeral Home is in
The
pment, price right Paul Naill- charge of arrangements.
7.1AYTAG WASHERS, standard
ing Imp. Co. Fultein.
Seal
Gold
and automatic models, $124.95
__
41.4.1141,41.114.404011....**44.4.-41.41.1.41.11
and up. Sales and service., FOR SALE: One used table top
tells you
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
perfection oil stove. Exchange
Fulton, 1Cy.
Furniture Store. Fulton
there's no better buy

CLASSIFIED ADS

SOUIRE M'DADE
SEEKS OFFICE

SERVICES TODAY 'I

Friday, December, 2, 1949

FULTON HARDWARE
and FURNITURE Co.
—208 LAKE STREET—

.4„,%.--4 get together a fine array

Evt•

of Toys And Gifts!

Scooters-Tricycles-Coaster Wagons
reduced up tO 50%
SPECIAL! Home Tool Chest•

COASTER WAGON

$7.95

THE TEN MOST TERRIFIC
THRILLS EVER PICTURED!
—as girl mars baby
, gorilla to fame
4 and fear as nite
club star!
John Ford

and

Merton C

Cooper

MIONTYJOE YOUNG
The Strange
Story of a
Girl and a
Sr°, ng
TERRY
Gorilla
MOORE • BEN
and
RORERT
JOHNSON
ARMSTRONG yy,IT,
Ouerfed

GENERAL

ROLLER SKATES
$250 to 99s

AIR RIFLES

$4.95
LARGE

VELOCIPEDES

FOOTBALLS

Ball Bearing Wheels
Large Rubber Tires!

Small size, $3.95
It's hard to Red radio values like this these days/
Beautiful performance—beautiful st!.1e. Rosewood plastic cabinet. Natural color tone. Extra
powerfulsensitivespeaker.Needs
neither aerial or ground. Four
tubes plus rectifier.
AC and DC. See it $22.95
today: Model 102 ..,

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake St.

Phone I

A

Today

BIG DI

All Steel
Rub. Tired

FOR THE HOME:
Pyrexware
Percolators
Toasters
Waffle Irons
Roasters
Heating pads
Radios

SCOOTERS
$1.50
to V.95

Knee Hole Desks
End Tables
Coffee Tables
Floor Lamps
Table Lamps
Rugs
Bath Sets

The Gift That Goes
Right to Her Heart!

BLANKET FOR CHRISTMAS

Le .004
,
tomes
,

COOK411 Az.7.47.1:', ADVENTURE IN TIN UNUSUAL,
Wnswv.ArarktvETERNIINATIV

yi'N

Wednesday — Thursday — Dec. 7-8

iievieateifiil

SpRRENDEit
'DEAR,

CEDAR CHEST

Mark the special occasion in her life with a gift she'll treasure ALL her
life. Pry into her heart and you'll find it's a Roos Sweetheart Cedar
Chest she wants. This style is so fine it was chosen to be NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED. WE(ware it at•very special price!
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BASKETBALLS
$3.95

$10.95

GIVE

presem

BALL BEARING

Small size, $4.95

By Alice Coleman
3.01.11011.*************444.41.1

FULTON,KENTUCKY
Sunday — MonL.ay — Tuesc:ay — Dec. 4-5-6

$34.95

ALL STEEL!
LARGE SIZE!

Roundhouse
Round-Up

Charles Thompson, young son
of Mr. and Mrsr C..C. Thompson,
a
is home from the Navy for
short visit. He will leave Sunday
for San Diego, Calif., where he
is to report back to the Navy.
L. Bras.iwell is taking his Iracaton wh'ch he said he was going to spend hunting.
Mrs. H G. Huff has returned
from Burlington, Iowa, where
she has been visiting her sister
who is ill.
Charles Lee spent last weekend in Jackson with his wife
and baby.
C. B. Jones, Jr., M. I. Calliham, A. B. Roberts and T. F.
Cursey are a few of the I. C. em-

HI

Is ready to Help Santa

EARLE HOTEL

14

Volume

Completes the handy
utility of the chest.
design;
full chest length; lined
bottom. Seff-rising
when lid is raised. May
be tilted tip or lifted
out readily.

AUTOMATIC BLANKET
Keeps you cozy on chilliest
nights! Adjusts automatically to weather changes!
AUTOMATIC SLEEPING
COMFORT! One downy-light
blanket with the warmth of
three ... that's the G-E Automatic Blanket! Bedside Control
adjusts sleeping temperature oak

somatically. Pre-warms your bed.
Keeps you cozy all night, no
matter how the weather changes.
72016 inches. Blue, rose, green,
cedar. Get yours, today.
Easy to wash. Launders beaudfully. Carefully made to rigid
General Electric safety standards,
and approved by Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake St.

Streamlined

Fulton

ALLY
ATION
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NVIZATVIVED
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1,1011110;

aOTH
NSURANCE
NCLUDEDI

THE
VERY LATEST
MODERN DESIGN...
A rich example of fine craftsmanship. Exterior of lovely hand matched veneers. Moth-defying tnterior
of'
/
3
4 aromatic red cedar.
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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday,
Dec. 2, 1949

zewd 7z00,
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

Number Forty-Eight.
Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ashworth
of Fulton, Route 1, are the parents of a six pound, eight ounce
daughter born November 24 at
the Fulton Hospital.

Originated in 1937

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Nall
of
Calhoun, Ky., are the parents of
a seven pound baby girl, Milly
Ann, born November 24 at 10 a.

"A" SECTION
Mury Nell Grubbs
Evelyn DauellerIY

m. at Owensboro Daviess County HospitaL Mrs. Nall is the former Mildred Roberta, daughter,
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roberts
of the Hickman Highway.
We cannot flatter ourselves
that we have tmderstood a truth
until it is impossible for us not
to shape our lives in accordance
with it. — Maeterlink.

over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daugherty
and children, Billy and Jimmie,
with
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Netherland had Thanksgiving dinner
of Union City visited his mother Mr. Daugherty's mother, Mrs. E.
E.
Tosh. Mrs. Dm:MI-wily and
and father of Fulton Sundey afchildren had supper with Mrs.
ternoon.
Daugherty's parents, Mr.
and
_Little Bonnie
Ruth
Lenox
spent Thursday and Friday with Mrs. Alvis Pittman.
Mrs. Cleve Wright celebrated
her mother. Mrs. Ruth Baum.
News! Bill Baum went hunting her fifty seventh birthday Sunday,
November 27. A dinner was
last week, setting four traps and
set in her honor in the home of
Eleven choices of colors combined with new interior styling
catching one small mouse.
HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!
are featured in the 1950 Ford
Mr.
and Mrs. Lemael Simpson. Custom Deluxe Club Coupe
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Greer, Valand other models jusLintroduced by Ford dealers througho
ut the
and nation. Ford Division has accomplished greater
da Turberville and J. P. Greer Those present were: Mr.
comfort, safety and economy as well as imspent Thanksgiving rabbit hunt-, ltrs. Jimmie Wrigh4 and daugh- proved beauty of styling in its 1950 models.
WE DO GRINDING AND MIXING
ter, Cathie, Mr. and Mrs. Thoming.
Helen Crittendon of.Wingo be- as Webb and children, Terry and spent the weekend with Mr. and
I Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Cooke of
and we fix it like you want it!
Delene, Mrs. James Grubbs and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr., and Rus4;
came the bride of Gene
Yates
Lexington, Ky., announce
the
We can sweeten it with molasses.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey
Lana Kay,
Thursday. The single ring cere- children, Tony and
birth of a seven pound, twelve
mony was performed in Corinth, Mrs. Thurman Evans, Roberta, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
ounce son, Michael Lane. Mrs.
NEW
Misa Mr. and Mrs. Jack John- Dinnia Holly, Joyce Wright, Mr. Everett Carr of Pilot Oak.
Cooke is the former Wilma Busand Mrs. Cleve Wright and girls
Mr. ahd Mrs. Barney
SEED WHEAT, BALBOA RYE, WINTER
Yates
ARRIV ALS
son were the only attendants.
hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Neth- June and Carolyn, Freda and visited his mother, Mrs. Aucie
O.
Bushart
L.
of
Fulton.
TURF OATS; ALL KINDS OF SEEDS FOR
DEPART
MENT
Jackie
Simpson.
Yates and sister, Maggie Yates,
erland of Fulton are
watching
Mr. and Mrs. William VaughMr. and Mrs. Jas. Grubbs and Monday night.
the clock expecting the arrival
FALL
SOWING.
an, Dukedom, Route 1, announce
children and
Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Mr. and Mrs.
Jeffress
of the old stork any minute.
the
birth
of
a
five
pound,
twelve
Thomas
Wilson had dinner with and Patricia spent Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho,
Alberta Watson tells me today
of noon with Mary Nell Page and Dukedom, Route 1, announce the ounce daughter born November
she has something she has never Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lowry
We Sell Surge Milkers
Dresden
daughter.
Thursday.
•
birth of an eight pound son, Jos- 26 at the Fulton Hospital.
had before in her life.
Installed and in Operation in Three Elsors'
A little
We
Mr.
are glad to see Lola Nell
and Mrs. James Stennett,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Starkes and eph Augusta, born November 24
niece. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas OsFulton, announce the birth of a
the
weekend at Jones Hospital.
teen are the proud parents of a Thompson, Nellie Williams and , daughter spent
Glenda
six
pound,
with
Spraggs
twelve ounce baby
his mother, Mrs. Zep Starkback to work afAll Kinds Of
seven pound girl. Alberta, you
Mr. and Mrs. Herron Grissom, girl born at 4:05 a. m. November
es of Pilot Oak.
need not strut so, for I have a ter a few days illness.
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
Fulton,
are
the
Mrs.
30
the
at
Mary
Jones
Minnie Jackson of DunHospital.
parents of an
Nell Page and Mrs. Aubnew nephew, son of Mr.
and
can, Ariz:. is visiting Mrs. J. H. rey Taylor spent Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. J. Mack Scates of
in eight pound ancL6ne half baby
Mrs. Grover Wright. Jr.
Both
gitd,
Linda
Jacksonvi
Kngston
Paducah
Carol,
lle,
Fla., announce the
born Novemshopping.
of Dukedom. It has been
Mrs. Wright and Mrs. Osteen are
Our Specialty:
birth of a daughter, Susan Lee,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins ber 23 at Jones Hospital.
former employees of Siegel City. thirty years since Mrs. Jackson
born
in
has
Brownsvil
spent
visited
Sunday
le, Tenn., Novhere.
with her parents, Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henley of
WE
CLEAN
ALL
TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
Wilson, pastor of the Crutch- ember 23. Mr. Scates
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Stubblefield
is the son
Detroit are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
field Baptist Church, officiated. of Mrs. J. H. Maddox
Mae Carter has been aabsent near Murray,
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
of Fulton.
Ky.
Elmer Cannon and
other rela- due to illness. We, the
waist
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Summers
Mr. and Mrs. Oris Bondurant Those attending were: -Marie and
t i yes.
Narie Moore, sisters of the bride, of Hickman announce
band section miss you very much of Akron, Ohio
SERICEA, ETC.
the birth
spent Saturday Forrest
Garnette Brockwell, Paul- Ed- Mae. in more
Gilbert, Richard Byrd, of a nine pound, twelve ounce
ways than one-- with Mr. and Mrs: Dalton Perry
ward. J. T. Vie
and
Glenda- when will we get our bad work
Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Johnson, Gene son born November
and family. Mr. Bondurant
26 at the
is Yates, Helen
Spraggs had Thanksgiving with back for
We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Crittendon
the day you were out. Mrs. Perry's uncle.
and Fulton Hospital.
Glenda's family. Mr. and
Mrs.
Dorothy
Yates. Margaret and Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Parks of
AlexMr. and Mrs. Glenwood Sisson
Fencin
g and Metal Roofing.
Charlie Spraggs. The two coup- ander. Ruby
Mr.
and
Mrs. W. B. Fuller, Fulton are the parents of an
and Monroe Wilker- visited Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Ladatha
les attended a dance at Wickliffe son went
and Jean were in _Pa- eight pound son, Michael, born
coon hunting Saturday Taylor and Mrs. Edith Nall
Sat- ducah Saturday
Thursday night.
night Yes, they had luck, they urday night.
shopping.
.
November 23 at Haws Memorial
Mrs. Tommie Wilson and Miss caught two,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle Hospital.
but
it
took
them
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester Simon visited
Ruth Grubbs of Chicago visited long enough,
his father, J. E. Ruddle of
they didn't
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Wray,
get had supper Tuesday night with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wal- home
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
until four o'clock Sunday her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Barney Farmington Sunday afternoon.
Pryorsburg, announce the birth
ter Grubbs and other
relatives morning. Then too, they
Miss
Betty Johnson spent Fri- of a seven pound ten otmce
had to Yates.
Phones 602 -- 603
baby
go such a long way to find them.
girl born November 24 at
On. Wed. night of last week, day'in Union City sh4pping.
th_e. Aumminnir
Is it worth it, will someone tell Mr and Mrs.
Ellis Ruddle at- %comicncm %eft
SIM ACSCSCUM SICSICSICACM
MSCSeVICACSIC ACM=
CSCSCUM MegexmacsiesimmtivinceViltartIVOKISICoc
me?
attotwasuiront
tended the annual homecoming
at Cuba School for all graduates.
Mary Nell Page
their wives and families. Ther2
V
Mr. and Mrs. Elgood Stubble- were graduates
present from the
NIS .2571
field and Jerry of Detroit. Mich., Years 1918 to 1949.
Adron Doran, V
visited Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Haw- the ex-Representa
Today and Saturday
tive was toastkins Thursday of last week. Mrs. master for the occasion.
Mr.
Stubblefi
eld is Mrs.
Hawkin's Ruddle graduated in tht class of
BIG DOUBLE HIT
brother.
1937.
V
Miss Jimmy Lois Carrol
of
Mr. and Mrs. Chip Workman
Henderson, Tenn.. spent
the and children had Thanksgiving V
weekend with her sister,
Mrs. dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Edward Haman
and- Mr. Ha- Taylor, Jr., and Russ.
man.
Mr. sad hers
Patti Smith of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins, Detroit spent *Friday
with Mr.
Mary Nell Page and daughter, and Mrs. Earl
Taylor, Jr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Kimbel and Russ. They are
here for a twofamily had Thanksgiving supper weeks visit with relatives.
—1 i/
Mr.
with Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Tay- Smith is Mrs. Taylor's
brother.
lor and Mrs. Edith Nall.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander
Mr. ahd Mrs. Nt.T. D. Winstead spent Thanksgiving
All Wool Covert and
with
his
and
Jerry
01.
(
had Thanksgiving sup- father, L. D. Alexander of Cayce.
xive.0
Broadcloth material,
per with his brother, Mr. C. E. They spent the weekend
with
60 inches Nide. From
Winstead and Mrs. Winstead.
Mrs. Alexander's parents,
Mr.
one to three yard
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Hamil- and Mrs. Harold McDaniel
of
lengths.
Sunday - Monday
ton and Terrell Nelson of May- Crystal, Tenn.
field spent Friday night
with
Miss Gladys Moore, daughter
DECEMBER 4-5
Approxim
ately
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor and of Mr. and Mrs. Pressie
Moore
Mrs. Edith Nall.
of Crutchfield, and 011ie Yates,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Greer and son of Mrs. Ancie Yates of Pilot
imill*"... 4A14
-411.1.1
oittir1.M1111114
family, Joe Rose and Miss Mil- Oak. were united in marriage on
tlfin
7
F
brie Bradley of Dickson, Tenn., November 24 in Union City. Rev.
e..

We Want To Buy Your:
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN
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A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

FULTON

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS

ON MILL REMNANTS

Of Fine Woolen and Satin
Lining Materials

rairn
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$1.59

V

Per Yard

The new word in nail make-up is

Satin lining, 42 inches
wide. One to two and
one half yard lengths
at approximately

0

59c

0
it
V
V

Tuesday - Wednesday

Per Yard

DECEMBER 6-7
Chen Yu! Longer-lasting—faster

WWI Me115

Ladies Coats

drying, harder setting, super brilliant...
in a new finger-rest container for the
quickest, cleanest, e,asiest application
ever! Extra protective—beautiful.

.ndy
est.
ign;
ined
,ing
Nay
fted

OF NATIONALLY

In 12 new fashion-cued colors!

ADVERTISED MAKE,
Longer-lasting, it's a gynth_te lacquer

All wool in coverts and
broadcloths, some with zipout lining, slight factory
flaws. At only

Nail Lacquer ... 60t
HOWARD
SHELLEY
DAN
DUFF DURYEA WINTERS
atS7te. ORM

iaamomibmioOtt

COMING — TOUR-FRI-SAT
"'HOLIDAY INN"LADY EVE"

Matching Lipstick $1.00
(prices plus lax)

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
77te

e.41.Slone

FULTON, KY.

PHONES 95 — 795

14174170
,
07011113111X170.117010SIO

KASNOW'S Dept.Store
148-50-52 Lake Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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The

Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Mr. and
were dinner guests of
ThanksMrs. Jim Mitchell for
giving.
Mills and
Mr. and Mrs. Deward
Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Glenn Mr.
with
of Detroit are visiting
Linda Lee
and Mrs. Jim Mitchell,
and Ronnie.
Bushart,
Mr. and Mrs. Orby
, Gale,
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart
Glisson
Rebecca Lynn, Bobbie
Thanksand Ward Bushart had
giving dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Edd Morent.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer McClain
Paul
Jerold, Barbara June and
Sanderson of Milwaukee, Wis.,
Robvisited Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
erts a while Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Glisson
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen
and girls Friday night.

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

STREET
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ST
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7
21
.
.
.
.
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TI
CA
NEW LO

ENTIRE STOCK

Pul

AT HALF PRICE
26 - INCH DE LUXE BOY'S BICYCLE

Wood "Rocky" horse, enclosed
seat for youngsters, reg. $9.95
.... $4.95
Wood -Wonder Horse", suspended spring seat; Reg $14.95
....$7.95

Viate
'
77%.
N*10,4

CUB SCOUTS GET
PACK'S CHARTER
The Cub Scouts of Fulton have
Pack
their
recently received
Charter from the Boy Scouts of
America and it was presented to
sponsor, the
them by their
Young Men's Business Club at a
meeting held last week.
W. M. Blackstone, a member
of the Y14113C and a scouter repgroup.
resented the sponsoring
presented
Mr. Blackstone also
the
cards to
the registration
of
Pack conunittee composed
Finis
Chairman Louis Weaks,
Vancit, Van Latta, Leroy Latta,
Ward Johnson and Cub Master,
lielson Tripp. Den Mothers also
M'rs.
received cartk. They are:
Ward Johnson
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

fAV/,
,1111

Child's maple - finish morris
chair; upholstered seat and adju.stable reclining back; Reg.
$7.95.... $4.95

711

i

'
' 10
*V7

3 95
9.

Balloon tires! Wide handlebars! Electric
headlight .. .. kick-stand . . . luggage
rack (not shown).... chain guard ...
deluxe seat .... Benclix coaster brake.
LAY-AWAY IF YOU WISH

3.45

Windup Trains, reg 6.95
Childs Wood Train Set, reg. 1.50

75c

Metal Washing Machine, reg 6.50

3.25

Metal Cook Stove, reg. 2.50

1.25

Buildo Boys' Metal Construction
Set, reg. 4.95

2.45

Gene Autry Cap Pistols and Holsters
regular

75c

1.50

THUR'.

Metal Dolly swings, complete
$1
with frames; Reg. $2
All-metal tot rockers; Reg.
$3.95
$7.95

3-piece wicker doll lawn set:
Reg; $1.29 .... 69c

Wood Doll Cradle, Natural Oak,
regular 4.95

50c

Wood Helicoptors (pull style) reg. 1.49 75c
Santa Claus Glow-light, reg. 1.29

65c

Upholstered Doll Chairs, reg. 2.10

1.05

All Metal Wagon, reg. 2.95
All Metal Scooter-Skate, reg. 2.95
(While They Last, Each

Goi

Pop-Out-Pups. reg. 1.69

85c

Upholstered Doll, 2-pc Suite (divan and chair)
2.45
regular 4.95

Metal Windup "Jumping Jeeps"
regular 2.49

1.25

Electric Toy Irons, reg. 2.00

1.00

Doll Lawn Chairs, reg. 98c

49:

2.75

Wooden Gunboat, reg. 1.50

75c
49c

1.13

Plastic Ukelele, reg. 98c.

Cane Bottom Mexican Childs chair
regular 2.25

All Metal Rubber-Tired Scooter,
regular 5.50

Childs All-Metal Rocker, reg. 2.50

1.25

3.45

Childs Wood Straight Chairs, reg. 2.00

3.75

Red Cane-Bottom Rockers, reg. 2.95

Sleeping Dolls, reg. 7.50

Some other house
dra,

2.45

30c

reg. 6.95

5-Stock cows, II
11---Stock cons,
Bangs.
3-Good milch co
ed.
1-Poll
bull,
Bangs.
1-pair of mules,
old, broke.
I-3- Year old him!
3-sows and pigs.
2--sons, will far
days.
1-Registered Dur
9-Goats.
I-"A" John Dept
w it
uiPPed
breaking plow
row, in iv! m

"Flying Scot" hand - powered
handcar; all metal; rubber tires
and handle grips; Reg. $21.95
$9.95

P-38 Click Pistol, reg. 60c

3-Face Dolls (Smile, Cry,'Sleep)

Located 7,2 mile!
Martin-I'Mo
The following ui

All Metal, Rubber Tired Wheelbarrow,
1.75
regular 3.50

Star Ranger Cap Pistols and Holsters,
regular 1.00

=OIL

Williams
Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
and Kara and Mr. and Mrs. Ural
Cupolas visited Mr. and Mr Juston Nanney awhile Friday.
J. S. Ladd spent last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Juston Nanney.
Dlr. end Mrs. Patti Henley of
Detroit are visiting relatives and
friends here.

Regularly $59.95
ONLY ONE LEFT

now

SOrry.

Cupples
Mr. and Mrs. Ural
spent Thursday and Friday with
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams and
family.
The regular fourth Sunday serBethel
vices were held at Old
Sunday after a baptising at 10:30
at Rufas Lowry's home.
Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
butchered hogs Saturday.
Ridgeway visited
Miss Betty
Charlotte Williams Sunday after-

VICTORY HOM
TO HAVE POT
SUPPER TONIC

The time has
as 8:30 p. m., a
and their familit
be present.

ilY-

Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mrs. Andrew
visited Mr. and
Williams and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs 011en
visited Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Jones
Sunday.
d
Mrs. Jesse Riggs has returne
home after visiting her daughter
in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
Carl
and Kara, Mr. and Mrs.
Foster and Shelby, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward
Elno Foster and Paul
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Foster
awhile Friday night.
visitor
J. S. Ladd had as his
P'riday, Lee Ledbetter, an old acquaintance, and was not home to
see him for which he was very

At the close(
licious dessert
to: Mr. and M
ory, Mr. and M
Mr and Mrs. I

The
Victory
Club will have z
and party tonigh
Lodgcston Schou

Devaine Suitter has been sick
with a cold for the past few days.
Mrs. Nora Workman and family spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. Erld Mount spent
night in
Sunday and Sunday
Cairo with their grandson. Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Gibson and fam-

Mrs. C. E. Williams

\ WILMON B07
affilOSTS TO 11
EVENING CLi
Mr. and Mr
were hosts to
bridge club Ft
their home on
Games of coi
ed during the
Hill. was high
ladies and Mai
the men.

Fulton, Ky

Those present for dinner Sunday at Mr .and Mrs. Burnie Glisson's were, Mr. and Mrs. ClarMrs.
ence French and Jerry,
Vestle
Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs.
Coltharp, Mr. and Mrs. Deward
Wilson and Evaline, Martha Colthorp, Jean Austin and Mozine
Cashion.
Mr. and Mrs. Tuddsville and
in
children visited her parents
Missouri, over the weekend.
Harvey Neely
Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Marion Neely
killed hogs Friday.

FULTON ROUTE 3

ELI&

For Y

All Metal. Heavy-Built Tricycles,
•
regular 24.95

12.45

1.00

Woodbody, Rubber Tired Wagons,
regular 17.50

8.75

1.45

Radio Flyer, all metal wagons

8.95

S

c

• WE'RE
• BR
• E.

Lad
WERE $5.98

2-Light electric Christmas Window wreaths, with 6-ft. cord;
$1.95
Reg. $3.95

We Repair

WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF
CHILDREN'S NURSERY
RHYME RECORDS

Radios, Heaters, Toasters
etc.

1. Mule Train
2. That lucky old sun
3. Slipping around
4. I Can Dream, Can't I.
5. Don't Cry Joe
6. You're Breaking My Heart
7. A Dreamer's Holiday
8. Jealous heart
9. Someday
14. Room run of Roses

Cause and
Only
..00. the
AND
Create?' it the tuiaject of the
be
Lesson-Serznon which will
CHRLSTMAS CAROLS
Science
read in all Christian
25c
churches throughout the world
Children's records
on Sunday, December 4, 1949.
79c
Carols
"Unto
In Today - Out Tomorrow
The Golden Text is:
trees
tmas
Chris
thanks,
give
ight
we
ic-l
do
Electr
thee, 0 God,
$2.95
onto thee do we give thanks: for
.
Reg. $3.95
We have a complete line of
wonthy
near
is
that thy name
SUNor
R
vIEYE
DOFtI
a
Give
75:1).
(Ps.
"
declare.
dmus works
tubes, parts, etc.
Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Conwhich
citations
Among the
BEAM MIXER this Christmas.
is
Sermon
Lessons
comprise the
hment
attac
all
venient Shopping. Come in and Browse Around!
with
ete
Compl
from the Biblethe following
Free Pickup and Delivery
5
$39.9
to
5
$29.9
0
soul,
,
my
'"Bless the Lord, 0
10WWW
7COM7SMnNWV70107RAMMIftnie
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very
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Lord my God, thou art
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our and majesty." (Ps. MA).
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This Week's Hit Parade

New Records Arfiving Daily!

La

• Gabardi,

WERE $14.98

18
12

1
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Including Nai
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434 Lake St:

119
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PC CY Sig
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WTITY, Edttor,

•
Ky.

WILMON BOYDS
HOSTS TO THE
EVENING CLUB
Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmon Boyd
were hosts to
their
evening
bridge club Friday evening
at
their home on Fourth street.
Games of contract were enjoyed during the evening. Mrs. Don
Hill. was high
scorer for the
ladies and Mansfield Martin for
the men.
At the close of the games a delicious dessert plate was served
to: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Don Hill, and
hir. and Mrs. Mansfield Martin,
'VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
TO HAVE POT LUCK
SUPPER TONIGHT

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Aiessio

BAPTIST WMU
HAS MEETING
AND SUPPER

wered
✓ tires
521.95

a set

2.45
1.75

1

Highlands.

m.1,44104

The WNU of the First Baptist
Church has it's General Meeting
and a pot luck supper Monday
night at the Church.
A delicious supper was served
buffet style to 88 ladies.•
The Japanese motif was carried out in the table and church
decorations, Japanese fans, dolls,
lamps and candles were the feat- ,
ured decoration.
The YWA were in charge and
they were dresesd in Japanese ,
costumes.
Mrs. Walter Voelpel gave an
interesting boOk review of "Japan's New Day."

Mr. and Mrs. Moore
Joyner
have returned from a visit .with
relatives in Jackson, Miss.
Otha Webb Linton of Murray
State Collhe spent the Thanksgiving holidays with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Linton.

HOMEMAKERS
r
The
Victory Homemakers's MEET WITH
Club will have a pot luck svpper MRS. KEARBY
and party tonight (Friday) at
Lodgeston School.
(Too late for -last week)
Step by step instructiols
on
The time has been deiignated making
**What do YOU do with friends who fail to return booker'
fabric lampshades was
as 8:30 p. m., and all members the
interesting lesson given at
and their families are urged to the
all-day
meeting of theMrs. Byran
Kearby was the a corsage of gardenias.
be present.
Crutchfield Homemakers
hostess at her home on Monday,
Mrs. Moore is a
graduate of
November 21, 1949 to thirteen Fulton High School. Mr. Moore
members and the following three is a graduate of Fulton High
guests, Mrs. Hershel Elliott, Mrs. School and is now
attending
Rayford Duke and Mrs. Richard Murray State College.
Jeffress.
Following discussion of plans
PERSONALS
for the Play Party to be held on
Friday, December 2nd at CrutchMiss Linda Wilkins spent the
field Schoolhouse, a pot luck Thanksgiving holidays with Miss
luncheon was served.
Kathryn Fortner in
Columbus,
BEGINNING AT 10: A. M.
McClanahan and Ga.
Mrs. John
AT THE
Mrs. Clyde Corum showed how
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock
important it was to cut the pat- of Karnak, 111.,
were weekend
tern of the shade both for the guests of her parents, Mr, and
lining a.nd covering. Accuracy in Mrs. Robert
Graham in HighLocated 7•1 2 miles southeast of Union City and 2
miles south of the making, cutting, stretching, pin- lands.
Martin-Union City highway, one mile west of the
and
ning
finally
sewing of the
airport.
Little Hugh. Craig Nall of CalThe following will be sold at auction:—
shade will result in a good look,
lampshade
G
of which one can houn, Ky., is visiting her grand5--Stock cows, Bangs tested.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
1—Side delivery
be proud.
14--Stock cows, vaccinated for 1—International rake.
Roberts on the Hickman, Highpick-up
December
•The
be
hay
meeting
will
Bangs.
press.
held on Tuesday, December 20th way.
3--Good milch cows, Bangs test- i—massey-narris
tractor mow- at the home of Mrs. Cleastus
Mrs. J. C. Yates has returned
ed.
er.
from a visit with Mrs. Sam Yates
I Binford.
I—Poll
bull, vaccinated for 1—Horse-drawn mrs.ver.
in Mayfield, Ky.
Bangs.
1—Steel section harrow.
NEWS EMPLOYEES
Mrs. G.- G. Bard is improving
1—pair of mules, 3 and 4 years 1-4-wheel
trailer wagon extra I ENJOY BUFFET
sprining her
after falling and
' old, broke.
good: 6-ply tires.
I SUPPER SATURDAY
ankle at her home on Carr street.
I-3-year old horse, broke.
1-2-horse wagon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul WestphelBetty Boyd Bennett of_Mem3—sows and pigs.
1—"Jay-Bee" feed mill.
ing were hosts to a buffet style phis spent
Thanksgiving with
2--sous. will farro,v within 30 3--Steel
watering troughs.
supper Saturday evening at their her mother, Mrs. Boyd Bennett
days.
Several hog troughs.
home in- Highlands compliment- on Park Avenue.
1—Registered Duroc boar.
Some Jap and Grass Hay.
ing the employees of the News
Miss Inez Binford and N. G.
9--Goats.
Some Fence Posts.
Cooke spent Thanksgiving with
1—"A" John Deere tractor, eq- 1—Cutoff saw.
Following the meal games of
his daughter, Mrs. William Cates
uipped
with
cultivator, 1-22-cu. ft deep frerzer.
bunco were enjoyed. The guest
and family in St. Louis, Mo.
breaking plow and disc har- 1-9-cu. ft. Phileo
included,
Mr.
list
Mrs.
J.
and
A.
refrigerator.
Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
row, in A-1 shape.
Damron, Mr. and Mrs. Eph
1—Kenmore washing machine.
and little son, Steve, have moved
Dawes,
Mr.
Charlie
Mrs.
and
Some other house furniture; Lots of other things,
including horse- Hicks, Misses Jo Hall and Eliza- from Clinton, Ky., to Fulton to
make their home. They will live
drawn tools, too numerous to mention.
Misses Jo Hall and Elizabeth
at Hardy apartments on West
beth Witty, Robert Jackson and
State Line.
Lloyd Tatum. Other guests inwas the
Miss Grace Hill
cluded Mrs.
Hendorn Wright
Thanksgiving guest of Dr. and
CHAS. W. BURROW, AUCTIONEER
and Wayne Norman.
Mrs. J. P. Williams and daughter,
Linda, in Brinkley„ Ark.
MARTHA SISSON AND
Mrs. O. H. McFarlin •of MemJACK HOYT MOORE
phis was Thanksgiving guest of
WED IN CORINTH
Arch
Mrs. Jim Hutcherson on
street.
Mr. and Mrs. BUford
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore
have announced the marriage of
and Sue,
their daughter, Martha, to Jack and children, Eddie
Hoyt Moore, son of Mrs. Hoyt were Thanksgiving guests of his
Moore and the late Mr. Moore of brother, Jessie Moore and family
in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Williams
The impressive wedding cere- and children, Sandra and Sam of
mony was performed Thursday, Akron, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. VinNovember 24 in Corinth, Miss.
cent Furst and children, Steve
The only attendants were Mr. and Sulynn and Mrs. Guy Balland Mrs. Jasper Vowel! of Ful- arge of Carbondale, Ill., were
ton. The attractive bride wore a Thanksgiving guests of Mrs. B. J.
jacket dress of royal blue velve- Williams and family.
teen, the jacket featuring a vicJane Shelby has returned
to
torian collar. Her accessories Murray College after
spending
were
grey
and her flowers were Thanksgiving with her parents,
• WE'RE OVERSTOCKED

WILLIE STOVER HOME

Mrs. R. C. Pickering has returned from several weeks visit
with Mrs. H. H. Perce who has
been quite ill.
Mrs. Perce is
slowly improVinE,
Jack Sams and Tommy Thompson of Memphis spent Thanksgiving with the former's mother,
Mrs. C. P. Bruce.
Mrs. N. B. Forrest and children and Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Roach spent Monday with relatives in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Cox
and,..
children of Union City
spent
Sunday with Mrs. C. P. Bruce.
Little Tommy Rogers is quite
ill at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rogers.
Mrs. B. G. Huff has returned
from Burlington, Iowa
where
she attended the bedside of her
sister, Mrs. R. S. Speidle who is
quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J.Kramer, Jr.,
and children
moved
Tuesday
from the Cequin Apartments to
their new home in the Country
Club Courts.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Foy and
Mrs. Alva Foy of Kansas City,
Kansas were Thanksgiving guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. Little on
Third street.
Mrs. Oma Schiner is a patientl
in the Fulton Hospital.

Your very special entertaining will take on
new zest with sparkling PLANTATION stemware and table accessories, brilliantly adapted
in the pineapple symbol by Heisey.

A

2.75
12.45
8.75
8.95

AT HUGE SAVINGS

S
88
Multi-filament Crepe! Tailored; lace top and bottom.
Sizes 32 - 40 in tearose and
white,

SAVE 20%
• BRAND - NEW STYLES
• SOME ARE JUST ARRIVING

WERE $9.98

WERE $12.9S

638

798

1038

• Gabardines!

• Tweeds!

For CHRISTMAS
EVENING BAGS

SLIPS

HANDKERCHIEFS

GOWNS

COSTUME JEWELRY

• W00/8!

WF:RE $14.98

WERE 829.98

WERE $39.98

12b8

2398

3198

ALL CHILDREN'S COATS, 20% OFF

A Small
deposit will
hold any

Nationally - Advertised
..brand; excellent quality...

article titl

We have plenty on hand
but can only guarantee this
price while this stock lasts.
Hurry!

GIFTS
HOSE

Ladies Suits

THESE ARE REGULAR
$2.98 and $3.98
VALUES!

Xmas

Ladies Dresses
WERE $7.98

CO•
Phone 120

BIG FACTORY PURCHASE

Good News
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BLOUSES

BED JACKETS
PURSES

EVENING DRESSES

TAILORED NYLON TRICOT

Nylon & Multi-Filament Satin

SLIPS

Pajamas

$2.98

$2.98

Regtdar $5.98 Values!_

White
advernationally
tearose;
and
tised brand! While they last.

Regular $5.98 Values! Bi;.;- gest
pajama buy of the year. Lpee
trimmed or tailored; w:
pink, blue, green; sizes 32- 19.

PANTIES,'Bitgs.wAnc"pri 2 pr. $1.00
ty

for Christmas Wear

Including Nationally-Advertised Margaret O'Brien Models

on-

irotatalV211
imistoassor*

adcileston

For You ---- JUST IN TIME FOR HOLIDAYS ---- For Gift Giving,

WILLIE STOVER, OWNER

WERE $5.98

Roses

.

212 Main Street

For Your Pocketbook!

1.25

qa.4,1

Mrs. Cyril Morris and daughter, Marie, have returned to their
home in Akron, Ohio, after
a
visit with her mother,
B J
Williams.

THURSDAY, TRABER 8, 1949

Reg.

in I

Jimmy Carter has returned to
the University of Kentueky after
spending the holidays with
his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
Carter in Fair Heights

PRONE 921

Public Auction

Lplete
$1

Page 3

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Shelby

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street

Fulton

aide. S/1-01.2
300 Main Street

Phone 265

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street

Fulton

The

Page 4
PIERCE STATION
children,
Nuts. Tom Brown andWayne
of

-Hubert Dale.' Ann and
Mr. and
Providence. Ky.. and
Providence
Mrs. Reid Brown a
parwere guits of Mrs. Brown's
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith,
several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer and
spent
DeMyer
BM= Roberta
Thanksgiving in Obion with Mr.
and Mrs. Urban DeMyer.
Bars. D. W. Matthews returned
Stmday night from Tampa. Fla..
Mrs.
' after a week's visit with
Gertie Allen.
liar. and Mrs. Claude Jones
in
spent Sunday and Monday
Dawson Springs, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pitts spent
neveral days last week in Mill-

_ ,_
ington with relatives.
children,
Mrs. Roy Lawson and
Ky.,
Leroy and Helen of Sturgis,
parents,
visited Mrs. Lawson's
a few
Mr. and Mrsi Riley Smith
days last week.
children,
Mrs. Jack Lowe and
in
Joe and Jane spent Saturday
Memphis shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Stem spent
the weekend in Princeton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. William E: Long
spent Saturday in Paducah shopping.
Mrs. Matie Rogers has returned from Memphis after several
weeks visit with her daughter,
Mrs. Jack Raymond and family.
Rev. J. W. Smith has been very
ill this past week.
Mrs. Algie Hoy and Mrs. John
Smith spent Saturday in Paducah.
•

as.

jAatztaind

ciiiceoety_ed,iivatad

QUELQUES FLIEURS
HAND LOTION

ey 7:IOUBIGANT
vegetable
An esclusive emulsion of
ingrt.nents . . amazingly effective
pro.
for all-o%er skin care. Soothes,
has the
*eels and softens ... and
s
adticd !usury of the beloved Quelque
and
Fleurs fragrance. In pink, cream

•

•

Mr. Roberts was named generComal superintendent of the
pany's pipe line system. He has
line work
been active jn pipe

S

" Po

When the fight begins within
worth somehimself, a man's
thing. - Browning.
He who would arrive at the
must follow a
appointed end
PHONES 95 - 795
not wander
and
single road
FULTON,KY.
ways.- Seneca.
many
through
s
roi
yrowle
-,
,nn
c
,,
4
;
",..
"
tomt;,...,
so
b
""
"
...mmx
.,...vn
20
0n
.
,
immn
t
ansi

e4cate Moir

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
After Thanksgiving Saie
Great Reductions
DRESSES

BALDRIDGE'S
to
We Are Offering a Splendid AsSortment
Christ
Their
for
ers
Our Friends and Custom
mas Needs.

STATIONERY TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - CANDY
NG PAPER
WRAPPI
SETS
TOILET
DOLLS
TIE CORD - SEALS - TAGS.

CARDS, ONE ,CENT
FROM 25c
EACH TO 10c EACH, ALSO IN BOX LOTS
TO $1.00 PER BOX.

AND A BIG LINE OF CHRISTMAS

Wait

us early. and avoid the crowd that
conies later.

11

BALDRIDGE'S 5 - 10 & 15' STORE
FULTON

LAKE STREET
A. L. Roberts
since 1927 when he was connected with the engineering and construction division of the Empire
Company in Bartesville, Okla.
H. L. Stowers, appointed chief
engineer for Texas Gas, joined
Memphis Natural Gas Company,
also a Texas Gas predecessor, in
1937 as assistant chief engineer

01

<Fetter
By

Jean Allen
f,

-AGAIN AT-

ganization.

Ella Cravens
• Doris Clifford
Ells Leathers
ent in National 4-H Girls' Record,
I7PERIOR records of achievem
and Tractor !Maintenance programs
Home Improvement, Poultryship
honors for four Kentucky club
champion
have won 1949 state
pense trip to the 28th National 4-H
all-ex
an
received
mentbers. Each
to Dee. 1. The %inners, who were
club Congress. Chicago, Nov. 27
aud brief outlines of their records
selected by the state club office,
follow:
4-H Tractor Maintenance
To be named State winner in Monet
program. By putting into practice
prothe National 4-H Girls' Record
idle
what
learned, Doris, kept the
gram means that the young lady
family tractor in year-round workone
only
not
in
proficient
most
is
ing order. She also was junior
homemaking project, but in Bev- leader of the club which showed
eral. This honor went to Ella most perfect attendance at TracLeathers, 18, of Sinai, who com- tor Maintenance and Operation
School. She was chosen to speak
pleted eight years In 4-H Club
on "What Tractor
work. She has sewn 327 garments. at a banquet to
unusual
canned 1.824 quarts of food, pre- School Meant aMe", anActive
in
girl.
n
for
distinctio
spent
has
pared 483 meals, and
club affairs, Doris served as junior
6,684 hours in housekeeping. Ella
the
of
dent
as
leader.
vice-presi
served her club in every office and
state 4-H group, and held many
is their leader. She won many
in
county and local
the
offices
including
exhibits.
on
honors
high
4-H organizations. AS a reward
6480 in prize money. In recognishe
National 4-H
the
Ella
attended
ents,
achievem
tion of her
Club congress in Chicago, with
attended the National 4-H Club
by
the Standard
paid
all
expenses
guest
Congress in Chicago, as a
Oil Co. (Kentucky).
of Montgomery Ward.
Though seven years in 4-H were
Fourteen projects in five years
of 4-H work is a record worth filled with many exciting events
Ella Cravens, 17, of Mica.
for
just
that's
And
about.
crowing
none climaxed the thrill of being
what Orel Plummer, 47, of fleeState winner in the 1949
chosen
won
he
ting is doing because
State honors in the 1949 National 4-11 Home Improvement program.
4-H Poultry Achievement program. Receiving this honor means that
Ella'. accomplished more in the
Altogether Orel tended 483 chickway of home improvement than
ens and was named county champion for four years, and district any other Kentucky 4-H'er. Among
the many things she did was to
champion one year. He was a
inember of the state poultry judg- do over her bedroom and its furin
nishings to provide more space.
ing team which placed fourth
She took varnish off an antique
'47 and first in '48. His estimated
poultry fncome was $872, and dresser and found it to be solid
walnut with ivory keyholes. She
from all projects $2.101. Even
painted her woodwork white and
though many hours of hard work
papered the walls with a bright
went into his projects, Orel alacpaper, sanded the floor and
an
to
take
ways found time
cleaned her rug. Ella won the
tive part in church and Sunday
state yard improvement contest
school affairs. His reward was an
in 1948. and won a bine ribbon at
ell-expense trip to the National
4-H Club Congress in Chicago, county and state fairs on her room
improvement scrapbook. Ella's
provided by Dearborn Motors
club activities included serving as
Corp., awards donor.
Learning proper care and opera- as-Mstant leader, and acting in
off
other official capacities. Her retion of tractors not only paid
ward. given by Sears.Roehuck
in fuel saving for Doris Clifford.
Foundation, was a trip to the Na19, of Cynthiana, but brought her
4-H Club Congress. held bi
tional
chosen
the di<qinction of being
•
Chicago,
1949 State champion in the NaAll of these activities are. conducted under the direction of the Extension Service of the State Agricultural College and USDA cooperating.

Court
County
The Graves
granted, Marion L. Poyner a divorce from Martha Poyner. November 23. .
Mrs. Poyner was restored to
her maiden name, Martha Culpepper.

COATS

TOY TOWN

Texas Gas Transmission Corthe
poration announced today
appointment of A. L. Roberts
and H. L. Stowers to fill important posts in the Texas Gas or-

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

The

NAMED TO IMPORTANT
POSTS

Kentucky 4-H'ers Win- Chicago T.:ps

DIVORCE GRANTED

blue; 81.00 each, plus tax.
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So-You Know How To
Roast A Turkey!
If you have roasted a turkey
you are either convinced that you
know all about it or nothing alapt

It Pays To Advertise In The' NEWS!
'..111Vo 111:411)q)u

oljo

.414,74391Vol).' "

NEW AND USED

CLOTHING
AT BARGAIN PRICES

1
V

Ladik
L. Stowers
H.

in 1944 he was promoted to chic:
June of this
engineer, and in
year, as -work started on -the- nev.
Texas-to-Ohio pipc
Texas Gas
oi
line he took over the duties

chief engineer.
The improvement of the understanding is for two ends: first
our own increase of knowledge.

secondly, to enable us to deliver
to. others .that knowledge
Locke.
Growth is governed by intelli-

active. all-wise,
gence: by the
law - creating, law - disciplinine.
law - abiding Principle, God Mary Baker Eddy.

it--depending on your results.
You will be proud to bring to
11-elazed
the Christmas table a w,
golden brown bird. Resat, s having
the tur;iey good to look, at, you
will want it to be tender, juicy
and easy to serve.
To prepare the turkey for the
oven, rub the inside cavity wi h
salt. Stuff the neck and body
cavity with your favorite dressing being careful not to pack
t h e dressing in t o o tightly.
Thread a large needle with cord
arid truss to hold in the dressing. Tie the legs and wings close
to the body of the bird so that
they will not dry out. Place the
turkey, breast side up, in an

$8 to $22.50
30 Men's suits, new and used
25 Men's overcoats, new & used $4. to $11.50
Army Pants - Army Shirts - Army Jackets
Work Shirts - Sox - Ties
Shirt Jackets and Mackinaws
Knee Boots, $2.95
Hip Boots, $4.95
50c to $3
100 LADIES' DRESSES
$2 to $5.95
50 Ladies coats, new & used
priced, as
bly
resona
6 Ladies' fur coats, very
$12.50
low as
Ladies' new and used Shoes
Men's new and used Shoes
-Watches and Diamonds, For Christmas--Come In And Look At The Bargains-

BRUCE'S Bargain Store
Next to the corner
Corner 4th & Lake Sts.
Ia.c.1=1=2=7.1.uLu.4=Z2ZNIVIWKOZIZku.ae&VAIZEILI1

REASONS

wffy DUO-THERM

IS YOUR BEST HEATER BUY!
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uncovered pan.

For a juicy tender bird done to

a turn but not overcooked use a

meat thermometer placed between
the thigh and the body.
To make the golden glaze and
keep the meat moist, cover the
bird with a double thickness of
I cheesecloth which has been dipped
in melted fat. Do not cover the
pan and do not add water. Baste

_ 75.00
99.00 reduced to ._ 72.75
95_00 reduced to
67.95
89.00 reduced to _____
65.93
WOO reduced to __
61.95
82.95 reduced to
75.00 reduced to _
--- 56-75
72.95 reduced to _----- __ 51.75
__ 52..95
69.95 reduced to
48.95
65.00 reduced to
16.95
_
62.95 reduced to
_ 45.95
59.95 reduced to
39.95
_
__
to
d
55.00 reduce
_
36.95
__
to
52 95 reduced
_ 34,95
- reduced to __
49.95

_ 6.95
8.95 reduced to _,
. 8.95
10.95 reduced to
9.95
12.95 reduced to
_ 10.95
13.95 reduced to ___
__.. 11.95
14.95 reduced to __
16.95 reduced to ___..______ 13.95
19.95 reduced to __._ ____ 16,95
17.95
22.95 reduced to
18.95
24.95 reduced to
19.95
26.95 reduced to
21.95
29.95 reduced to __. ___
__ 26.95
35.00 reduced to
28.95
39.95 reduced to
33.95
45.00 reduced to
.. 37.95
49.95 reduced to __.
__ 39.95
55.00 reduced to

SUITS
85.00 reduced to .__ ____ 64.75
59,95
79.00 reduced to
56.75
_
to
d
75.00 reduce
_ 18.75
65.00 reduced to _____
__ 15.00
59.95 reduced to

55.00 reduced to
49.95 reduced to
42.95 reddced to
39.95 reduced to

ALL HATS GREATLY REDUCED
P GOWNS and SLIPS REDUCED
GROU
ONE
ONE GROUP LINENS REDUCED
All Clean Merchandise for Christmas Gifts
-ALL SA1.ES

39.75
___ 37.95
31.75
29.95

it occasionally with melted fat to
keep the cheesecloth moist.

Another secret to tender, moist,
roast turkey is the use of a slow
oven (325°) F. The following time

table will help yoato know when
to put the bird in the oven:
Weight of Bird Min. Per Pound
25 to 20
8 to 10 pounds
20 to 18
10 to 14 pounds
18 to 15
14 to 18 pounds
You will know that the turkey
is done and that it is gravymaking time when the meat
thermometer reacts 185* F. or
when the meat on the drumstick
feels soft when pressed with the
thumb and forefinger. Be sure to
protect your fingers with a paper
towel or cloth.
Arrange the turkey on a large
platter so that the one who carves
has plenty of space to work. For
an attractIve easy garnish sprinkle
peach or apricot halves with
brown sugar and a little butter
the
or margarine--sliir them in
oven while you are making the
sugary
hot
the
gravy. Arrange
fruit around the turkey if there
is enough space, or on a smaller
platter.
Best wishes for success and a
very Merry Christmas.
Faithfully
,
leaffie ageht
(
A
CINCINNATI MOO

OuroGre

F000 FOONDATION,
Lt

You get more economy. By ac-Air
tual test Duo-Therm's Power
Blower saves up to 25% on fuel
bills. Only Duo-Therm has PowerAir. And Duo-Therm's Waste-Stopper (built right into heater) prevents

3. You

get more comfort. DuoTherm's Power-Air really circulates
heat-sends it into every corner,
every room, keeps floors warm.

4. You

ney-sends more into your home.

get more beauty. Because
only Duo-Therm has fine period
furniture styling. Every heater is a
beautiful piece of furniture!

2.You

.5. You get more choke.Duo-Therm

precious heat escaping up the chim-

get more heat from every

drop of oil. Because only Duo-

Therm has the fuel-miser Burner
that feeds air and oil in 6 stages for
clean, efficient performance. No
moving or :nechanical parts. It's
.bsolutely silent.

offerc you a complete line of furniture-styled home heaters. There's one
for every heating need and pocketbook. Come in- see the beautiful
Chippendale shown above. See the
many otherDuo-Therms.Easy Terms.

Model 955, above $119.95 (Others $59.95 up)

BENNETT ELECTRIC
2 Stores.-- 324 Walnut, Phone 1540

217 11lain, Phone 201

P,
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$5.95
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512.50
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BELOVED MRS. BROWDER LAID TO REST[
IN PALESTINE CEMETERY; WAS PIONEER
for Mrs.
services
Fllneral
Laura Craig Browder, a pioneer
resident of this county were held
on Sunday afternoon at 2:30 p.
First
Christian
m. from the
Church, of which she. was a lifetime member. The Rev. Perry L.
Stone, pastor of the church conolueted the services with Whitnel
Funeral Home in charge of arBurial was in the
rangements.
cemetery of the Palestine Comdeceased's
munity where the
husband is buried.

6,000,000th Maytag Washer Sets New Industry Record

Letters To 7'he Editor

the. Public.
We know you do not write it,
Nov. 18, 1949 but please tell your reporters to
I Dear Editor:
be car: .:11 in what they prink We
A group of the Fulton High enjoy madint the gossip of the
School studenti would appreci- students as long as it does not
are it very mUch if you would hurt
students.
leave out things in the "Walkie
be published viith:Itould
This
Talkie" that cause hard feelings
out a name since the "Waltie
among the students.
Talkie" is published without a
The paper that came out for name.
the week of November 18 had
A group of provoked girls
plenty in it that was slanderous (Names withheld by reque:1)
to a group of girls.
I think you had better
(We have instructed our collook
into what you print and find the umnist to stick to truthful refacts behind them. This column porting, and trust such is Ix ag
to done . . . . eds.)
leaves misleading thoughts

Mrs. tiroWder, an octgernarian, was born in Fulton County
the daughter of James Houston
Craig,
Craig and Hester Byrd
both of whom were.early settlers
of the territory of Virginia. In
November 1895 she was married
to Leighman Browder, a union
JAMES N. LYONS
which linked two oj the foremost
'r James
Funeral
services fo
Kenpioneer families of west
tucky. Mrs. Browder's famly was Madison Lyons of Martin, Tenn.,
among the early organizers of Route 3, who died at his resiin dence at three o'clock last Friday
the First Christian Church
ten
were held at
old afternoon
Fulton, and it was on the
Craig plantation in the Montrose o'clock Sunday morning from the I
community that the first frame Whitnel Funeral Home with Rev. I
the
building.was erected to house the Perry L. Stone, pastor of
small band of followers who lat- First Christian, Church officiater organized the church, which ing. Burial will be in the East- !recently celebrated its 75th anni- side Cemetery in Martin
in
was born
The deceased
versary here.
Mr. Browder preceded her in Russellville Christian church &
death seventeen years ago. She 1875. He was a member of the
was an active and devout church Russeville Christian Church and
worker and up until her illness _for many years was an IC railwhich confined her to her home, road employee as a member of
she participated in all phases of ,the bridge crew. He was retired
at the time of his death.
the church of her choice.
No children were born to the - On November 15, 1920 he was
In the presence of a large crowd of spectators — amid the din of aerial bombs, fire sirens, factory
Hester,
married to Miss , Zula
couple.
whistles. bells and workers' cheers — the 6.000,000th May tag washer recently rolled off the assembly lines
surOther
him.
rv.ves
s
who
nieces.
two
by
She is surVived
•t Newton, lima. setting a new world record for washer production. Maytag Plant No. 1, where the historic
event occurred. was gaily decorated for the occasion. Open house for residents of central Iowa was sponsored by the company's management club. Ten thousand visitors toured the production lines and inspected
historical, educational and product exhibits, enjoyed refreshments and carried away souvenir booklets and
pocket pieces.
Top picturea show the fry- of Ma3tag Plant No. 1 on 6,000.000th washer day and the final assembly
Enes dovin which machines roll at the rate of more than 200 an hour. Bottom photos show onlookers
watching the 6.000.000th Maytag — a Model E convintional washer — coming off the inspection line, and
President F'red Maytag congratulating L. C. McAnly (right), manager of manufacturing, on the achievement
as N. E. Molleck, production superintendent, looks on.
The 6.000.000th Maytag was a squire aluminum tub Maytag Master with pump attachment. In addition
to this and two other conventional models, Maytag also manufactures a new automatic washer in an ultramodern faegory recently completed at Newton. The company's line of appliances also includes automatic
.4
10
,
electric iroaers. gas ranges' and home freezers.
AIL
•w

ze 7ronei,/,,
UtiPila iii/o)
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THE DE LAVAk WAY
Absolutely Uniform Milking—The
Magnetic Speedway, faster,
cleaner milking with no bothersome adjustments. Foolproof and
de::endable, you get the best in
.ng performance from a
DeLcval Magnetic Speedway.

From $292.00, up
r -7—`)

FOR TOP EGG PRODUCTION

The Delaval Sterling Milker—
The leader of the pneumatic
pulsotor type milkers. Fast,
precise milking action. ComPlete outfits or units only for
operation on your present
milker pipe line for improved
milking. Change now — to a
DeLavall

\%%

-vir•Ipwssem,..lorsip 6

41•4-9
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Mrs. Lee Rucker of Fulton and
Detroit,
Mrs. Tom Dougher of
two nephews, William M. Bard
of Bardwell and Hardin Bard of
niece,
Tulsa, Okla., one great
MemMrs. James E. Koon of
phis.
Active palbearers were Leon
Browder, B. B. Alexander, Abe
Jolley, Clyde Williams, Harry
B. Murphy, Charles Gregory.
Honorary: Clarence Pickering,
Dudley
Morris, N. G. Cooke.
John Thompson, Joe
Browder,
Joe Bennett, Sr., Gussie Browder, P. R. Etinford, L. O. Bradford, Ira Little,
Jess
Fields,
Smith Atkins, Arch Huddleston,
L. G. Clements, Lon Pickle, Ed
Thompson, John Smith and Ben
Davis.

FEED A BAG
"A
OF LAY CHOW
14 WITH 100 LBS.
-4
:014\
44
4
44
edlititalE
r
rEi
OF GRAIN

re

( minty News. Fulton, Kentucxv

alone needs someYour home-grown grain is grand. but grain top egg production.
thing to add push arid power to help you—get
PURINA LAY CHOW
AncLhoro's what our research prescribes minerals and proteins.
— a supplement containing vitamins,your grain, you buy eggs
When you buy Lay Chow to food with
Purina Lay Chow to
in the bag. Como in — got a supply of
balance your grain today.

tam,—
REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
ITH

THE CHECKERBOARD

PHONE 620

409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Need Cleaning

SIGN

custom Grinding and Mixing

1111111111111111111111111
11
111 a a II
111.
11
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Joe , been a member of this commuity
vivors are: One step-son,
Fuller of Martin, Route 3; two all of her life.
James F. Fuller of
grandspns,'
She is survived by her sister,
Ventura, California, and Joseph
several
E. Fuller of Martin, Route 3; Miss Mary Lasswell and
and
one sister, Mrs. Rebecca Owens cousins. Mrs. William Smith
several —
of Adairville, Ky., and
nieces and nephews.
MISS MATTIE LASSWELL
Services were held last Thursday afternoon at two o'clock at
McConnell,
the residence near
Tenn., for Miss Mattie Lasswell,
who. died Wednesday night after
a long illness. She was 77 and
had lived with her spinster sister all of her life in the home in
yvhich she was born.
She was born in Obion County, Tenn., in 1871 the daughter of
the late Bob and Judy Lasswell.
She was a member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church at
had
Old Prospect, Tenn. She

44ste

INTERNATIONAL \‘?
HARVESTER

They're here! They're beautiful! Four sizes...
four big-value price-tags ...four great new refrigerators, that women dreamed and home
economists planned for you! Come in today and
see them.See the big freezer lockers,the spacious
shelves, the extra-roomy meat trays and vege-

Prices start at

'21

95

on convenient terms.

&we /ft legarti

PHONE 16

402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

Quality Feeds
for Livestock Needs

.17.1MtO-Clie este at—tat
Heat one cup undiluted 1. ,,,nto
pound cubed
ar'd
..c1 cheese and Ye teaspoon (• ,,ry salt. Siir until chcese is Tr'
ed. Serve over salmon pat;ics.

table crispers.
See the new, exciting, "shadowline" styling
—no ledges, no crevices to catch dust and make
work. See the Egg-O-Mat, clever new eggdispenser. See the new Diffus-O-Lite for shadowless interiors. Don't miss the exclusive,
built-in bottle-opener. And let us show you how
"Every Feature Has a Function" in these great
new International Harvester refrigerators. Buy

FULTON

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

srtt
;..
in
s•',,ien
,•racker ci
'
in.
to roil p;..t
beat •n
5, roll in cr..;-"--r
l?r,-).;n in hot s' ... con..
cone tablespoon fat.

Paul Nailling ImplementCo.
314 WALNUT ST.

From $145.00 up

-Innen Par 3
)
( ..ld: 8
1
1 •—• 1 can F

Big 7.4 cu. ft., Model H-74

Other models 8.4 to 9.5 cu. ft.,
5239.95 to $299.95

Dresden,
Mrs. Tom Ursery of
Tenn.; Sam and L. A. Welch of
Martin, Tenn.;..Mrs. Chas. Stephens of Lansing, Mich.; Mrs.
Newbell of St. Louis,
Hermon
Mo., and Tom Ferrell of Illinois.

Menu With A Modern Flare
Planning...a new menu is like
planning a new ensemble and may
be just as exciting. In the language of the homemaker the same
ternis may be used to describe
the menu as the outfit.
Let's plan a menu with
the latest flare in color,
line, texture. and that
ev er important angle
— thrift.
Snve golden round salmon
pri ties with piquant tomato
sauce in contrast to snowy
itite steamed rice for color, line
and flavor. Crisp cole _slaw and
:runc:iy peanuts on fresh raw
spinach leaves lend texture as
we!1 as color. Wi.ote wheat bread
and butt2r or n-. •Ttarine contribute to all points. Even the dessert
ratcs hilt with dark spicy cookies
and delicately sweet crea rn y
• rs. Take your choice crl
or n-.ilk to drink.

NEW...Entirely 'Mew

1950
REFRIGERATORS
ote esetWeeted

Mrs. Effie Sharp of Fulton, Ky.,
Chas. Ferrell of Newton, Miss.;

Sphy Applesauce Cool lea
(Yirld: 4 dozen con'lies)
% c u p vegetable
s'Aart rniag
I
1 cup brown sugar
1 egg, well beaten
2 cups flour
1 4 teaspoon cinnamon
/
tea.spoon cloves
% teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon baking
powder
1 cup applesauce
Grated rind of 1 lemon
% cup raisins or nuts
Cream the shortening and add
orown sugar gradually, creaming
continuously; add beaten egg to
mixture. Mix and sift the dry
ingredients. Add alternately witki
applesauce, adding grated lemos
rind and raisins or nuts last. Drop
from tip of teaspoon onto a
greased cookie sheet about 2
inches apart. Bake in moderately
hot oven (375')F. until firm and
slightly browned.
Faithfully

016,
MOM tOOD RIUMDATIOR. CINCIMMATI, 0141/1

•

DAIRY FEEDS
Economy 18% Mash
Economy 18% Pellets In Toweling Bag
Hogs Delight 16% (Sweet)
og Supplement Mash
4
4 `1. Hog Supplement Pellets
Pig and Sow. In Print Bag
Pig and Sow Pellets, In Print Bag
Call Us.

WE DELIVER

$3.65 cwt.
$3.90 cwt.
$3.25 cwt.
$5.15 cwt.
$5.30 cwt.
$:3.95 cwt.
$4.10 cwt.
Phonz..,900

Browder Milling Company
— FIJLTON,ICY. —
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AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey FrIelds
Miss Dorothy Mathis is doing
nicely and her mother, Mrs. Basil Mathis has returned home from
the Crpple Children's Clinic in
Louisville. The Young Miss underwent surgery this past weiek
and many friends join in wishing a speedy recovery for the little girl.
Rev. Alton Peir-y will fill his
Salem
second appointment at
Baptist Church on next Sunday
at 11 a. m. since the church called him for the next associational
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho
are happy parents of a fine young
lad, born on
November 24 at
the Jones Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham and George Edd of Dresden
visited here Thanksgiving •with
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields;.Karen
Gayle Frields visited the Frields'
household during the holiday also.
Butqa LasSiter is doing some
interior work on his residence
such as lay:ng new floors and
etc.
The Lone Oak PTA, sponsors
of a Negro ministrel, presented
their program at Union District
number one and South Fulton
During this past week and have
some neat door receipts which
will be used for benefits of the
school and Christmas baskets.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Karen and Mr. and Mrs Raymond Cherry spent Sunday
. near
Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Harris
of Lansing, Mich., were called
home due to illness and
death
of their father, Dan I. Harris,
this past week.
Reports from the bedside of
Mrs. Joe Griffe, Camden, mother
of Mrs. Harvey Donoho are that
there is no improvement in her
condition. She has been very ill
for many weeks.

day School Sunday morning and!
Stark.
told of the progress the church I
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
had made since founded. He also
made a picture of me present girls visited Mr. and Mrs. Chester Owen and girls Sunday. Other
church.
visitors were: Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen, Parrom Owen, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Estes McClain and
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Susie, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sills and
Joyce Taylor
Tommie, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie OwMrs. Tennie House and Mrs. en and family. Mr. and
Mrs.
Evaling Yates attended a brush Wayne Work arid Rita.
party Wednesday afternoon givMr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
en at the home of Mrs.. Allene

Joyce, Mrs. Tennie House. Mrs.
Wilma Williams and Mrs. Ruth
Vaughan
shopped in Mayfield
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Foy of
Obion visited home folks over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Lowry.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. House were Mr. and

Mrs. Emmett Finley, Mr. and in Union City Saturday.
Mrs. Boaz House and Mr. and
A
group from Bethlehem
Church attended preaching serMrs. Dewey Aikin.
vice at Poyners Chapel Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
W. L Rowland and Allie viaitMiss
ConJoyce called to see
ed Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland
stance Jones, who has been ill of Lynn Grove Sunday.
of pneumonia, at the home of
Mrs. Maude Jones Sunday after- CRUTCHFIELD SCHOOL
noon. Other visitors were Mrs. TO HAVE PLAY PARTY
Bertha Gibson and Jewell Rose.
The public is invited to attend
Bettie and Peggy Casey were the play party at the Crutchfield

Choice Selections
In Our New
And Larger
RUG DEPARTMENT

School Friday night, December
2nci.
A tenderized ham will be given away. There will be square
dancing, bingo and cake walks.
The admission is free.
The party is sponsored by the
Crutchfield Homemakers Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burrow
spent Sunday in Central City
and Madisonville with friends.

•

SHAG RUGS
WOOL THROW RUGS
INKWOOL RUGS

We cordially invite you to visit us in our
new, enlarged store building .... we
have gathered a lovely array of smart

ing .... and we are ready now to help
make this your merriest Christmas
ever. Shop early this year; come now!

Rana
$8.75

furniture and furnishings for gift-giv-

Gleaming enamel finish ; marbeliz'ed insert
base nite lite; all-rayon shades.
Others in antique
bronze finish, plastic
or silk shades,
.... to $19,95

PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard left
Sunday morning for Chicago to
attend the
International Livestock Exposition this week.
Mrs. Clifford Whiteford
and
nons, of Detroit spent Saturday
with Mrs A. M. Browder and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard and family.
Jimmie Wallace spent Sunday
with Phillip Jeffress.
Mr. and Mrs T ewis Thompson
-eturned home gunday night after spending Thanksgiving-zinc!
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Shelby Davis, Jr., and daughter
and Betty Ann Davis in Lexington, Ky.
Several of this community attended the quarterly cr .- ---ence
at Water Valley Sunday right.
George Browder of Covington,
Ky., and Eston Browder accompanied Rupert Browder to
a
Memphis hospital Monday for a
check up and reported that he is
doing nicely.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Hillman Collier and family
were: Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bowers,
Mr and Mrs. John Bowers, Mr.
and Mrs. James McDade
and
family.
Harry Pewitt is on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Browder
of near Union City attended the
funeral of Mrs. Leighman Browder Sunday afternoon and burial at Palestine cemetery.
Jodie Browder was a visitor at
Palestine Sunday
School Sun-

2-Piece Living Room Suite
Gleaming high-pile velour in the smart "wine color
both front and back. Three-cushion sofa: double

TABLE LAMPS

coil spring construction walnut trim . . . . .
(Others, in a wide variety of covers, up to $240.00)

NOT ONE—NOT TWO--BUT

THREE TABLES

BOUDOIR lamps in assorted china and milkglass; pastel shades . .
from $5.25 pair
TABLE.lamps with
hand-painted china bases
....from $3.95

ALL
FoR 19.95
Smart mahogany finish cocktail table, end table and lamp table ... all for
little more than the usual price of
one! (You may select two of the end
or lamp tables with the cocktail table, if you wish). This is a real buy!

-TA v-.4,,of,:,-Ara

Give a Platform Rocker
GIVE A CEDAR CHEST
Of FINEST
ARE MADE
MATERIALS
QUALITY
THEY—
THAT'S WHY

50

We also have a wonderful array of ....

Nationally advertised ROOS sweetheart chests, inlaid mahogany or walnut finishes, with or without inside
tray. A treasured Christmas favorite.

GIVE A SMART DINETTE SET

Soft velour covers, from $38.50
"Loaf-A-While" rockers, with
Porcelain or plastic tops ... see them on disottoman: plastic cover $89.95
play and make your selection now!
From $49.95
We have plenty of

Smart plastic covers
$49.95
Durable tapestry covers
.... $39.50 to $52.50

PICTURES
Florals and scenes in mahogany, blond or gilt
98c
frames, from
Ovals in Jenny Lind,
Southern Belle, Major
$4.25 & $7.85
Biddle

We are headquarters for top-notch
yokes in Paint, Enamel, Varnish,
Clean up Aids and other painting
necessities. We have a Pittsburgh
Paint for every type surface. Come
ki for information and advice on any
painting problem.

$5.15

CARD TABLES
SAMSON; known for
strength and beauty.
$3.95, $5.95, $9.95, $12.95
$17.95
Canasta tables

PlussuR6

'GIVE A KNEE HOLE DESK
Com• in today for FREE booklet
"Color Dynamics for Your Hom•"

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
MO Church

Phone 901

A practiCal gift and a handsome piece
of furniture. Seven full drawers;
choice of walnut.or mahogany finishes. $39.95 up to $89.95

McDAD
FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street

212 Church Street

MIRRORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
Plate glass mirrors add a distinctive decorating touch to any home. Plain, beveled edge
styles,$9,95 to $19,50
Frame mirrors, all sizes, up from $15.95
\411,allaser

Friday, December 2, 1949
mber, 2, 1949
night,
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WATER VALLEY
Odell Puckett
Members of the Young People's Class number three of the
a
enjoyed
Methodist Church
weiner supper at the Legion Hall
Tuesday night.
Rev. and Mrs. John E. Weir
visited Rev. and Mrs. Bryan Bishop and family Tuesday.
Roberts is visiting
Mrs. Edd
relatives and friends in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Pillow
spent last week with their son,
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Pillow and
family in Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin E. Casey
are visiting her brother in Missouri this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Campbell
were Thursday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Bradley and
Jerry.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett
and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister
day with
spent Thanksgiving
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Maypof
hew and Miss Hula Cooley
Thanksgiving
spent
Paducah
with their mother, Mrs. Carl
Coo I e,v
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Farmer of
Thanks-1
Golconda, Ill., spent
giving with her mother, Mrs. W.
brother, Mr. and '
M. Rose and
Mrs. Arthur Rose and girls.
Miss Betty Lou Owen of Memphis spent the i.veekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Owen.
very
The school presented a
interesting home talent program
at the school Wednesday night.
Wilson Arnett
Mr. and Mrs.
and Perry of Paducah and Mr. &
J. Arnett spent Sunday
Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett
and Sandra.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Wade of
San Antonio, Texas are visiting•
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earnie
Wade.
Mrs. Hal Kizer and Mrs. W. T.
Edwards visited Thursday with
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Ross in Gleason, Tenn.
Friday afternoon callers in the
Aydelatte
home of Mrs. M. E.
and Stelle were, Mrs. Will Puckett, Mrs. W. S. Roper of Sedalia
South
and Mrs. Joe Roper of
Bend, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and
dinner
Sandra were Thursday
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Arnett.
Mrs. Edna Latta is on the sick
list this week.
Taylor of Martin
Mrs. Luna
visited Saturday with her brother, Mr. and Mrs. John Latta.
The quarterly conference was
held at the Methodist Church
Wm. S.
Rev.
Sunday night.
Evans of Paris, Tenn., delivered
an inspiring message. Good reports were given from bot,h Palestine and Water Valley.
Miss Grace Stephens returned
to her home in Cincinnati after
spending Thanksgiving with her
Harry
nephew, Mr. and Mrs.
Tibbs and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum
spent last week with their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. James Copeland near Wingo.
Charlton
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
and children spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Puckett and
Cleatus.
the
attending
Among those
for
birthday dinner
surprise
Leon Gossum near Wingo were:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum, Mr.
Gossum
and Mrs. Harry Hunt
and son. Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and family, Luther Gossum,
Copeland
Mr. and Mrs. James
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Grovett.
Farmer spent the
Mrs. Cora
visiting
Paducah
weekend in
friends.

December

d ham will be givre will be square
o and cake walks.
is free.
s sponsored by the
omemakers Club.

rs. Robert Burrow
, in Central City
dile with friends.
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amel fin:ed i n seri
: all-rayintique
plastic

(4
wonder-

MPS

Tips in as.nd milkhades . . .
mps with
iina bases

NEGRO AWAITS GRAND JURY
Isadora Hannah, 32 yr. old nebeen
has
gro of San Antonia
bound over to await the action
of the grand jury on a charge of
Hannah, was arrested
forgery.
here for forging the signature of
W. W. Fuller, for whom the negro had been working. Hannah
wrote a note and signed Fuller's
name, instructing a service station to give him $6.00. He pleaded guilty.

SET
m on disnow!

DOOMED?

1t,..d/VX't
It may be unless every
hunter takes a little time
to help this popular game
animal. In the December
OUTDOORSMAN, now on
sale, an authority gives his
know-how on inexpensive
methods of making rabbit
hunting better.

"COME

25c
OR your
newsstand

Te decor,led edge
OW

/5.95

The Fulton CountNt News. Fulton. Kentucky

Outdoorsman
814 N. 11/Ithiqe• Av..
Oiler. O.

t Let Anybody Fool You!
These Things Will Happen
If The Anti-Trust Lawyers Have Their Way
When the anti-trust lawyers from Washington filed their suit
against A&P, we told the American people, our customers, our
suppliers and our employees how this attack would affect them.
We said that this attack, if successful, would mean the end of
A&P as you know it.
We said that it would mean higher food prices for American
consumers.
We said that if they succeed in destroying A&P the way would
be cleared for the destruction of other efficient large-scale
retailers.
We thought the American people were entitled to know about
this threat to their welfare and standard of living.

Since that time, however, the anti-trust lawyers have been making speeches, talking over the radio, writing letters and giving
stories to the newspapers, in which they say We are all wrong.
They say that this suit will not close a single A&P store; and
that instead of raising food prices it will lower them.
And they have tried to give the impression that nobody will be
hurt by this decision except the present owners of A&P.
We don't think that the American people want to be confused by
these statements. We know that when they have the facts, they
will understand that this case can affect the living standards and
the way of life of every American citizen.
Here are the facts;

.•

It Will Destroy A&P
will not result
of the suit is
to violate
held
been
has
which
activity
continuing
from
A&P
enjoin
to
the law.'
The fact is that the suit is designed not only to "enjoin- A&P from alleged
illegal activities, but actually to destroy the c ompany.
Here is what they have asked the court to do:
Break up A&P's retail stores into seven groups, each of which must
be sold to different owners, and operated under new management
Order us to sell A&P's factories, which produce many of the fine foods
you find in our stores, to still other new owners.
Prevent any of the seven groups of stores from operating any of the
factories.
None of the present owners, who have made A&P what it is today,
can have anything to do with either the stores or the factories.
The first A&P store was opened 90 years ago. For the past 50 years the

The anti-trust lawyers have repeatedly stated that "the suit
in the closing of a single A&P store'', and that "the purpose

company has been managed by George L. Hartford and John A. Hartford.
These are the men who have pioneered the policy of low-cost, low-profit,
low-price food retailing which has won A&P the patronage of millions of
American families and given them more good food for their money.
If the anti-trust lawyers have their way, these men and other company
executives will be completely out of the picture. No one can predict what
the policies of the new owners of the various parts of A&P will be.
No one can predict that they will sell the same quality food at the same
low prices, or that they will keep the .cime employees, or give them the
same high wages, short hours, pensions and security.
Nor, despite the anti-trust lawyers' statement, can anyone tell how many,
A&P stores will remain open or will be closed.
So, while there may be a food store where your A&P is now located, it
won't be your A&P store.
Make no miitalce about it. If the anti-trust lawyers win their suit it will
mean the end of A&P as you know it

Your Food Will Cost More
The anti-trust lawyers have repeatedly stated that the suit will not increase,
but should decrease, grocery prices.
Anybody who has ever shopped in an A&P store, or has ever taken a
high-school course in economics, knows better than that.
Everyone knows that A&P's policy has always been to keep costs and
profits at a minimum so that it can sell good food cheap.
The very heart of the anti-trust lawyers' case is that A&P's methods, which
they claim are illegal, have enabled the company to undersell competitors.
How can anyone possibly say that you will get lower food prices by eliminating the company that has done so much to bring them down?
Actually, there is no question that this suit, if successful, will mean higher
food prices for A&P customers.
Here is just one of a number of reasons:
We manufacture many of the quality foods we sell in our stores, such
as Bokar, Red Circle and Eight O'Clock coffees, Ann Page foods, White
House milk, and many others.
`if' these manufacturing
The anti-trust lawyers admit that we --),-;s
savings to our customers in the form ot tower prices.

But, the anti-trust lawyers have asked the court to order us to get rid of
our manufacturing facilities, which would put an end to all these savings.
This means that if these A&P brands continued to be manufactured, you
would have to pay higher prices for them wherever you found them.
The anti-trust lawyers say that food prices would go down in other stores.
They claim that food manufacturers would be able to sell cheaper to other
grocers because they would not have to make up alleged losses they noW
incur in selling to A&P.
This, of course, is pure nonsense. 'The suppliers who voluntarily seek our
business and are now rushing to our defense obviously find it profitable to
deal with A&P. Actually, their sales to this company enable them to build
up their volume, reduce their costs, and sell more cheaply to all grocers.
The elimination of A&P from the picture would tend to increase, rather
than decrease, the wholesale cost of food; and this, in turn, will be reflected
in increases in retail price,s.
the anti-trust Ia., yerr ucceed in putting A.8r-P
- m;stake al-so
your food bill is lugner.
hint
wui
out ot ousiness you

Others Will Be Hurt
The anti-trust lawyers have insisted that this suit will not affea other distributors, — nor win it destroy any efficiencies of mass distribuZn.The fact is that the anti-trust lawyers ask the court to break up the company, make it get rid of its admittedly legal manufacturing operations and
in general destroy many of the efficiencies which have enabled it to sell food
cheaper.
If such an attack is successful, it immediately raises the likelihood of similar
attacks on other chain stores.
The anti-trust lawyers are saying that they "clo not contemplate any other
suits of this nature at this time.But that does not mean that they cannot undertake such suits at any future
time if they win this case.
As a matter of fact, the anti-trust lawyers made practically the same allegations against two of our largest competitors that they are making against us.
And it can also be used as the basis for an attack against other grocers and
merchants in other lines.
There are today literally thousands of chain stores, voluntary groups and
individual merchants operating with the same methods and in the same
pattern here under attack.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

If A&P is destroyed, no businessman could safely pursue an aggressive
sales policy designed to lower prices and give his customers a better deal
if by so doing he takes business away from any competitor.
Even if the anti-trust lawyers have no intention now of prosecuting other
suits, a decision against A&P will establish a precedent that could be used
by the present anti-trust lawyers, or any future anti-trust lawyers, to destroy
any efficient business that buys cheaply, sells cheaply, and grows big in
the process.
Such a decision would mean the end of the vigorous, healthy price competition which has given this country the highest standard of living evei
enjoyed by any people anywhere in the history of the world.
The anti-trust lawyers are trying to give a new interpretation to the anti.
trust laws that, instead of preserving competition, will reduce competition.
They are trying, by court decision, to irnpose a new kind of economic policy
on the people of this country.
Make no mistake about it. If they succeed in destroying A&P they will be
destroying the method of distribution that has helped make the American
standard of living the envy of the world.

PACIFIC TEA COMPAN-;
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Central Bull Given High Honors I

PILOT OAK
Mrs. B. G. Lowry

Lowry were
'
Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Yates Thursday.
the
congratulations to
Our
newly-weds. Mr. and Mrs 011ie
James Yates and Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Yates.
Jimmie Lowry and Junior Cashunting
squirrel
went
sey
Thanksgiv:ng.
Mrs. Will Ed Gossum and chiltheir
returned to
dren have
home in Cold Water. Mich., after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and ,,ther relatives.
Presideius of the Homemakers
were
COUntY
C
ClUbS
Chi!,
guest- of' the Kiw:mians
Tuesday evening at the Hall HoThe American
Jersey Cattle
Mr. and
Mrs.
tel in
announces the registered
Norman Gooclw;n and Mr. and Club
Jersey bull, Morocco's
Mighty
Mrs. B. G. Lowry were present
Raleigh owned by the
Illinois
from t'-!e South Graves and piCentral Railroad Company has
lot Oak Clubs.
qualified as a tested sire whose
Mr. and Mi•s. Eldon King of
daughters
average more than
Mayfield spe-q Wednesday and
twice the butterfat production of
Thursday wit') Mr. and Mrs.
the average dairy
cow in the
Richard Lowry.
United States.
Betty Lou Gorden, a student
Most of these fine daughters
in
at Davie-Lispcomb College
making these records were oWnfirshville, has returned there afwith ed by and located on the farms of
*ter spending the holidays
Malcolm Harrison near _Farming,
her mother, Mrs. LiTly Gbrden.
ton, KentuckS, and A. D. ThompMr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Mr.
son of Fulton, Kentucky.
and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and LarThe ten tested daughters
of
ry, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry
Mighty Raleigh proThanksgiving supper Morocco's
enjoyed

duced a.r1 average of 9,228 poundr
of intik testing 5.2 percent butter fat and averaging 478 pounds
of fat each. All
records were
made under the supervision of
the University of Kentucky and
the American Jersey Cattle Club,
ancrthe production is computed
on a 305 day twice daily milking,
Alature basis.
The sire was bred by R.
C.
Tway of Louisville, Kentucky
and purchased as a calf by the
Illinois Central Railroad
Company for free use of the farmers
along their lines in building up
dairying in Illinois Central territory.

spent Sunday with his brother,
Arthur Grissom and
daughter,
Helen and Fannie Fulcher near
Riceville.
Mrs. Hillman Collier and children spent
Thanksgiving with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
Bowers of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and children spent Thanksgiving
with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
and family.
•
Mrs. J. C. Olive spent Tuesday
;:eternoon of this past week
in
Fulton.
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A Gift from
Andrews

is always right!.
Our fine reputation means
that a gift in a box marked
with our narne means extra
pleasure for the person who
receives it.
Add to our name that of
Towle Sterling ... backed by
s of
two-and-a-half renturi,
tradition and skill— an, our
_TA
gift is everything a thoi
gift should be.
Let us show you our fine
collection of Towle Sterling
— solid silver — pieces.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
have rented
the Jim
Raines
house and will move in the near
future.
Mrs. Norman Crittendon was
honored with a pink and
blue
shower
Saturday
afternoon.
Many lovely gifts were received
from about seventy-five guests.
Many gifts were sent.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and
boys attended a birthday dinner
Sunday at the home of
and
Mrs. Leon Gossum.
The Pilot Oak War Horses defeated the Cuba Cubs Monday at
Pilot Oak gym by a score of.36-

day with Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Roberson and
son,
Kenneth
Moore of Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton and
family spent Sunday with
Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Fulcher
and
family of Clinton.
There will be a Christmas pro-1
gram and a Christmas tree at the I
Mission in Fulton on- December I
22. There will be a drawing of
names Saturday evening December 3 before the evening service.
Every one is invited to come and
take part.

11. The B team also won by a
score of 42-16.
Mrs. William Morris honored
her husband with a birthday dinner Sunday and a large crowd
attended.

WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There
was an
overflowing
crowd at the State Line Mission
both Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon. Re-v. H. A. Douglas of Milan, Tenn.,
preached
Sunday afternoon and Rev. Earl
Baird Saturday evening.
Both
brought some fine messages.
Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Hicks
and little son, Steve Edwin, were
the weekend guests of their parents on Monday
moving from
Clinton to Fulton where Charlie
will be working for the News. I
personally have known Charlie
all his life
and he is a
fine
Christign boy and the News, I
know, will be happy to have him
in their work.,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
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Free Delivery
KEROSENE 41 FUEL OIL
BLUE with Gray
RED with Gray
GREEN with Gray
BROWN with Buff

WE GUARANTEE all of our products to be of the highestquality at all times; we welcome the opportunity to pro‘e
to you that our service is the best.

WHY ED:
A member
he had purch
and a short t
Holstein cafe.

latest rave in the college dorms' Perfect
for at-home leisure' Rich looking Indian
style mocs that are oh -so-comfy with
soft padded soles, smart buckle strap,
hand -beading Unusual value!

Telephone 9188, Day or Night
__15c
Kerosene at station: 1-20 gals __
131 2e
Kerosene at station: 20 gals up
Kerosene delivered in city: (20 gal. up)__131 2c
Kerosene delivered in country (50 gal. up) 131 ,2(

"For her
awarded a r
up."—N. Y. p

PIPELINE GAS CO,
INC.
Fulton

Phone 918A
s F OUR WINDOWS

AIL PROVED, HERE NOW.
f,eatrPoly Eh/riveted

INTERNATIONAL

TRUCKS

WE'RE SHOWING THE
FASHION -CORRECT

r f
t

INS
America's most complete truck line. 87 basic rnodels thousands
el Specialized variations — each heavy-duly engineered.
Every International Truck in the line is all new. And
every new International Truck from 4,200 to 90,000
pounds GVW is HEAVY-DUTY ENGINEERED!

the sale of heavy-duty trucks(16,001 pounds and over,
GVW).Cost-conscious men who buy these trucks buy
on a basis of performance proved by cost records.

That means the new International Trucks give you
lower operating and mainte,nance costs. It means they'll
last longer. Look at the record.

The same management,the same engineers,the same
production men, the same test experts who have kept
International 'frucks the outstanding value in the
heavy-duty truck field, have developed every single

For 18 straight years International has been first in

new model in the new International Truck line.
Come in —find out what heavy-duty engineering means
in terms of operating economy. See how heavy-duty
engineered truck stamina is combined with new comfort and ease of handling. Go over the outstanding new
features -each one proved under actual operating conditions in years of tests from coast to coast

ELGIN

has the
Only an
`c1/
0' DuraPower Mainspring
Alwdool Eiggilny' mutat P, t.,Pdint

ANDREWS
JF - VELRY CO.
"

Church — Fulton

immx,wnnnmmwmpsnnnm

INTERNATIONAL,TRUCKS

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

A war stor
Ameche of
programs on
cried: "Halt
ber of the
except Jon(
few steps fu
to a stop. S
sergeant crie
and the squa
sergeant aga
and again J
with it.
"Jones," 1
"what were
"A milkman
pity. "I drove
The sarge
coarse word
Suddenly ft
halt! Jones,

A laborato
analyzing thi
County farm
tablished in
cording to C
Watts This f
will greatly a
ing deficienci
just what Ile
greater pro&

On orders of 20 gallons or more in town and 511 gallons or
More in rural areas on

Phone 918s

Read

Ken-I

Little Tommie
and Jimmie
Mrs. Edgar Grissom attended
the
Jackson of Clinton spent
church at the Baptist Church in weekend wth their mother, Mrs.
Riceville Sunday evening.
Bill Covington and Mr7 Covingtheir
grandmother.
Mrs. John Verhine was in the ton. Also
bed most of this past week but is Mrs. Maggie Bell.
Mrs. Magg.e Bell has been on
hotter at this writing.
T)avid Daniel of Fulton spent the sick list but is improving.
Dan Collier spent Friday night
Thursday night and Friday with
and Saturday with David DanDon and Dickey Collier.
Raymond Gambill is right sick iel in Fulton.
Dickey
Michael Gambill and
at this writing. He is suffering
in
Collier attended the show
quite a bit.
Janet
Verhine spent a while Fulton Friday night.
Friday afternoon with
Carolyn
Mrs. Mildred White, Route 4,
Collier.
with
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and Hickman spent last week
Edna, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore her sister-in-law; Mrs. J. B. Mcand Mrs. Jocie Hicks spent Sun- Gehee.

with Mr. and D.Irs. Burnal
day. Those attending were: BonSue
The Primary and Junior Sun- nie Pearl Bennett, Tobi
day School classes of the Church Olieze, Edna Starks, Betty Morris,
Judy Morris, Sarah Starks, Mary
of Christ
.. enjoyed a picnic ThursNell Morris, Buck Gorden, JimIIESESCUSICACACUUUSI4ACUMAC* mie
Lowry,
Robert
Gorden,
David Morris, Terry Olive, Jerry
Wayne Gossum, Betty Gorden,
Allene Lowry and Lilly Gorden.
Mrs. Walter Williams
visited
Mrs. Mary Collins Thursday afC.711771 ternoon.

Friday, December,2 1949

Fulton, Kentucky

MITARIR OF AMERICA'S "ARREST OXIMUSIVI TRUCK SIMS. ORCIANIIATIO%

Ed Gardnel
ern" u•Ils at
society
that
downtown st
filled it with
of wild aim
haunts. A pla
of the exhibit
skinned to pr
fashionable ft
A man p
window and
pression for
place 1.43 one
know just h
tops," he niutl

Brantley A
Promoted

Brantley D.
Mr and Mrs.
Hickman, and
University of I
promoted to t
Lieutenant in
ROTC cadet c
50 school year
Amberg's
nounced recen
Mackenzie, pr
science and tai
The local sti
the U. K. Col
has been assig
"C" of the setces ROTC unit
of the campus
Tau Omega stu

JUNIOR WON
CLUB MEETS
TUESDAY Nli
The Junior I
Tuesday night
home. Mrs. I
Mrs. J. L. Joni
Marjorie Puck(
Miss Barbark
during the bus
the absence of
Mrs. Clyde Hi
cussed the
p
club helping it
Christmas Seal
not he definite
the absence of
Mrs Fred Hc
secretary's rep(
Mrs. Charles
leader, present,
program Miss
sang two vocal
Virgin Song" ai
mas." She was
Mrs. David St,
piano.
The higlight
was the beautif
"Anniversary"
H. Patterson, Ji
Mrs Ed Engl(
and Mrs. Johnn
welcomed as ne
The hostesses
party plate.

REV. HIL

Rev. R. M. H.
Jackson, Tenn.,
Fulton to take
as pastor of the
verntist Church
conducting a w,
t the church, IA
day, December

